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Abstract "

The authors of this report have been participating in the Sandia National LaN_ratory's

hydrologic perfom'lance assessment of the Yucca Mountain, Nevada, since 1983. This participa-

tion has resulted in the conceptuM analysis of several imporumt hydrological issues relating to the

movement of water through the partially saturated fractured tuff rock system constituting the

Yucca Mountain hydrologic system. Meanwhile, the C;ongress of the United States chose Yucca

Mountain for characterization as part of the program to provide a repository for high-level

nuclear wastes. As a cor_sequence, Yucca Mountain is now the focus of attention aimed at

demonstrating to the satisfaction of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission whether the site will be

safe to operate. At. ff_istime of transition in the evolution of the Yucca Mountain Site Characteri-

zation Project (YMP), this report is an effort to identify the important scientific and engineering

issues that. need resolution to support the licensing application. The scope of this work is res-

tricted to the unsz_turated zone at Yucca Mountain and to technical questions about hydrology and

chemical transport. "I_e issues defined here are not to be confused wP,h the elaborate hierarchy of

issues that forms the framework of the U. S. Department of"Energy plans for characterizing the

sitc tDOE, 1989i_.

The overall task of hydrologic per'fi3rmance assessment involves issues related to hydrol-

ogy, geochemistry, mad energy transport in a highly heterogeneous natural geologic system

wt;lth will be pcnurbecl in a m.ajor way by the distx_sal activity. Therefore, a rational evaluation

of the perfcmnance assessment issues must be based on an integrated appreciation of the aforesaid

interacting processes. Accordingly, a hierarchical approach is taken in this report, proceeding

from the staten_ent of the broad features of the site that make ii the site Ibr intensive studies and

the rationale for dislx_sal strategy, through the statement of the fundamental questions that need

to be a.,zswercd, to the identilication of the issues that need resolution. Having identified rbe ques-

tions and issues, the relx_rt then outlines the tasks to be undertaken to resolve the issues. ,,

Available hydrogeological and geochemical evidence suggests that the m_saturated zone at

Yucca Mountain has many desirable features conducive to retarding the migration of contain-

in'ants Irom the relcx_sitory to the accessible environment. However, the strong txrturbations

(excavations and heat input) that will be introduced by the prot×_sed repository as well as the time



scale of prediction (10,000 yr) pose special ch',dlenges to the venture of hydrological performance

assessment. The potential impact of this challenge is mitigated by another favorable feature of the

,, Yucca Mountain, namely, amenability to long term monitoring and retrievability of the wastes.

Indeed, retrievability provides an open endedness, an aspect that is indispensaNe in designing

J complex engineering systems.

The report consisk_ essentially of two parts. The first part deals with the definition of issues

summarized above. The second part summarizes the findings of the authors between 1983 and

1989 under the activities of the former Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigation (NNWSI)

and the current YMP. In b_ief, the important inferences drawn are as follows:

,D Under ambient conditions, moisture movement in the vadose zone at Yucca Mountain

is dominated by the tuff matrix.

• Hydraulic parameters, such a.s conductivity, saturation and effective surface area, are

dictated by the nature of the roughness of the fractures.

• Because of the dominance of capillary forces in the extremely free pores, strong

inliltration pulses tend to be damped out by near-surface welded and nonwelded units.

• If the Ghost Dance Fault is assumed to be made up of highly permeable open fractures

and hence is trcatable as a seepage face, then the small eastward tilt of the strati-

graphic units (approximately 6°) is not sufficient to greatly enhance Iateral ttow over

vertical flow.

• Hydraulic parametce;, such as pemmability, saturation, air entry pressure, are mutu-

all,,, correlated at least in a crude way and hence judicious constraints will have to be

placed in choosing hydraulic parameters for modeling exercises.

• Rough-walled fractures can be quantified using fract',d theory and parameters of frac-
II,,

tal theory can be advantageously related to parameters of geostatistics.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In December 1987, the United States Congress chose Yucca Mountain, Nevada as the site

for characterization as part of the program to provide the first U.S. high-level nuclear waste repo-

sitory. As a consequence, the site characterization, repository design, and performance, as_ss-

ment (PA) activities for tiffs site are expected to be intensified over the next few years to support

the licensing application from the Department of Energy (DOE) to the Nuclear Regulatory Com-

mission (NRC). Repository evaluation and environmental assessment of the Yucca Mountain site

require comprehensive scientific investigations to quantify the uncertainties inherent in the

natural system between the repository and the accessible environment. A good site, with a low

fluid flow velocity field, will most likely be a difficult site to characterize and to evaluate. The

challenge tbr the earth scientists is to focus on the key issues, quantify the uncertainties, and pro-

vide credible answers which help the public and the Government to decide if geologic disposal at

Yucca Mountain is a viable and acceptable solution to this critical national problem.

1.1 LBL Participation

The Earth Sciences Division of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) has been involved

over the past decade with various national and international research and technical assistance

act.ivitics in nuclear waste management, ranging from the Stripa fractured granite thermo-

mechanical experiments in the late Seventies to the Yucca Mountain tuff hydrological studies in

the mid Eighties. The tuff hydrological studies by the authors were initiated in 1983 by the San-

dia National Laboratories (SNL) under the auspices of the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization

Project (YMP), for-merly the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations (NNWSI) Project,

administered by the DOE. This effort is now part of the Nuclear Waste Repository Technology

(NWRT) effort. SNL is one of the prime contractors tbr the YMP with responsibilities including

PA activities.

o In early 1983, N. Hayden, S. Sinnock and L. qy!er of SNL contacted T. N. Narasimhan at

LBL for subcontract support on conceptual modeling for the the PA activity of the partially

" saturated fractured tuff fonnation at Yucca Mountain. Accordingly, the LBL participation com.-

menced with the small team comprising T. N. Narasimhan arid J. S. Y. Wang. S. Sinnock has

= been a driving force behind this project since then and has provided extremely valuable insights

on technical concepts and directions in regard to programmatic priority. The project management



task was assumed by Y. T. Lin in i985 madla'ter by P, G. Kap|an in 198'1. Bot.h of them have pro-

vided invaluable technic',d a.rrdadmirfistrative support in _e conducl ,_f fl'tis project.

In parallel with fla.eefforts of Narasimh_a and Wa_ag,an added subcontract effort was com- "

menced by K, Pruess _,ndJ, S. Y, Wang t¢_address _mm_ept_Jalissues related to ,the nonisotherm,d

fluid flow regime in the vicinity of the waste package, the so-calleA near-field transport problem.

They were later joined by Y. W, Tsang, This subcontract was monitored first by K. Johxtstone _tnd

later by B, Langkopf and by A. Peterson of SNL.

For over a decade no,,,,',man_, earth scie.mists at LBL have been actively involved tn various

nationa.1 and international research relating to the dispos_ of high-level radioactive wastes

(HLW) in _eologic tbr'mations. G. S_ Bodva1_so.n taa_ camed o,at ,regional simulations and

developed numerical capabiliti_,'.s to support the 'tA.S. Geological Survey (USGS) site characteri-

zation activities. K. Karas_i and J. Long have developed random fracture r_etwork gen_..'ation

schemes for I_ASGSand for intemation_ cooperative programs. E. Majer and T. V. McEvilly

have used ,_'ertica.lseismic profiling techniques to detect fracture zones in rock masses. N. G. W.

Cook and L. Myer have studied single fracture properties with acoustic waves and have made

flow measurements through fractures in the laboratory..I.A. Apps, C. Carnahan and t-1.A. Wol.

lenberg h:3.,,etamed out field, lab_)ratory, and numerical studies of geochemistry. C. F, Tsang

;_d 1_-'.A. Witherspoon have assisted DOE Headquarte_;_ in progran, review arid _:,valuation.

Interaction.s with LBL colleagues, SNL s.cier_t.ists,and many other re,ateliers have hel_'.d _e

authors of this rcf_ to g_in valuable knowledge and exf×:riencc in unsaturated repository stu-

_:lies.

1.2 Purpose

The YMP is now in an im[xmant stage of transition because Yucca Mounti_m has ch_ged

fr_rn b_ir_gbu_ one of the three site_, to t_ing the chosen site for char_acterization to deterrnit_e its

su_t_bilit3 for ix:_tential disposal of Ht_W. In this period of transitior_ it is appropriate '.hat we

p:_tasc,c_ aluatc our current kno_ledge about the Yucca Mountain system, and u_ this evaluation

;,s _ guide to plan our acti,,.itics for :i.la,cfutur_z. This desire to draw upon our experienc_e gathered

s.,_f;,.rin order to better achieve our goals is the motivation for this report.

"l"f_etf:rust of the rep<)rt is to identify the key hydr_31ogicand transport issues that are imp_3r-

ta_l t__the project and t tre tasks t.hat arc necessary for n.'solvir._gthese issues, lt is in the nature of

the ultimate _:le_,:ision-making proc,ess _laat com.plex issues be digested into a s,et of simple

-!
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measure_ and a.nswe_ amenable to the decision-rn_tking vencu' * Recognizing this, we present the

key hydrologic _uadtransport issues in a hierarchical fashion; we start with the simple elements of

•' the unsatur'ated repository concept, go through comprehensive and complex issues, and end with

creclible and quantiliable measures to enable decision-making _.n the suitability of The site for
O

geologic disposal of HLW. Broad conceptual, experimental, and computational approaches to

support PA of hydrology and chernica_ transport at Yucca Mountain are discussed. In the final

part, we return to our project on tuff' ./urology studies. We review the major findings, describe

the motiwation and rationale that have dictated the evolution of cJ'_rcontributioruq to the Yucca

Mc_untain gtudies, and discuss the key issues which remain _o be rest,_ved from our perspective.

We hoIn that a proper mix of general, discussion of the key issues and specific suggestion of _,riti-

cal investigatlons can help, us to effectively contribute to the YMP within the scope and conle.xt

of SNL's PA .activities.

The key issues pre_;ented in this report have been constnacted for the purpot;e of guiding stu-

dies of hydrology and chemical transport. They do not replace or modify the "key issues" that

are the organizing principle for the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Plan (DOE, 1989) and

for much of the technical work done by the entire Yucca Mountain Site Characteriz,.ation Project.

lt.

=_



2.0 KEY ISSUES: HYDROLOGY OF TIlE UNSATURATED ZONE

t

2.1 Repository Requirements
o

To evaluate, the unsaturated rzpository concept, we need to characterize the hydrologic

regime at Yucca Mountain, examine the interaction of fluid with waste packages, and evaluate the

long-Term migration of the radionuclides from the repository to the accessible environment.

Many simple questions and technical issues will arise in the, course of investigations, and demand

comprehensive resolutions and simple answers. A balance between practical constraints and

scientific considerations is crucial ibr the success of this project in solving a very challenging

earth science problem.

2.1.1 Background of Concept

In order to view the key issues in proper perspective, it is u_ful to know the manner in

which the concept of radioactive waste disposal at Yucca Moumain developed. An excellent

account of this development is given by Roseboom (I983). That the thick unsaturated zone in the

arid southwestern United States could be potentially suitable for the disposal of high-level

radioactive waste was originally suggested by Winograd (1972, 1974, 1976, 1981) of t_heUSGS.

Yet, the Yucca Mountain site was initially considered as a potential site for radioactive waste

diswJsal on the basis of host rock conditions below the water table. Later, as knowledge of the

rnountain grew, it was recognized that not only will the unsaturated zone itself provide an excel-

lent host tbr the wastes but that the repositor), will derive the benefits of both the unsaturated

zone and the satxzrated zone. Accordingly, several scientists of the USGS jointly suggested in

February 1982 to IJae DOE that the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain should potentially be a

desirable site for I.-ILWdisposal. In addition, the USGS also recommended to the NRC that the

proposed rules governing repositories, which had hitherto addressed only the saturated zone, be

modified to include t.he unsaturated zone. Among the scientists at the USGS who recognized th_.

potential value of the thick unsaturated zone for radioactive waste disposal, I. J. Winograd partic-t.

ularly devoted a great deal of technical attention to _e problem since the early 1970's. His early

. ideas focused on _e dispo,,_alof defense-generated u'ansuranic waste (TRU) in the alluvi',d fill of

the Sedan Crater located several tens of miles northeast of Yucca Mountain. Subsequently, the

favorable asl_Cts of Ibis idea were recognized to be als() applicable to the burial of HLW within

the volt,mit tuff at Yucca Mountain, well aNwe the water table.

-_-N 2-1



By 1982, the Yucca Mountain concept gradually passed the lirst phase of a broad prelim-

inary assessment to the next phase of' testing some of the preliminary ideas with more. detailed

analysis. This was also the time when the authors of this report got actively involved with the "

erstwhile NNWSI. The daoughts regarding the Yucca Mountain, as they emerge,el from the first

phase of analysis, are summarized in Roseboom (1983), who also had the benefit of discussions

with the scientists of the USGS who were devoted to the analysis.

Broadly, it was recognized that groundwater is the most important agent for the transporl of

radionuclides. Contar_tination by gaseous species in the vadose zone was considered to be of

lesser concern. Also, based on the suggestions of Winograd (1981), it was felt that solid wastes,

suitably emplaced above the water table, could be expected to remain indelinitely dry in arid

regions.

As evidenced from Roseboom's publication, the following are the highlights of the early

ideas on Yucca lVaountain.

2.1.2 Factors Favoring Yucca Mountain

,, Very low water flux: Because of the very low precipitation and very large evapotran-
spiration, natural recharge to the deep groundwater table is extremely small.

• Rapid drainage: If the host rock in the unsaturated zone is well fractured, water will

rapidly drain downward, resulting in very small residence times within the fractures.

• Strong capillary retention of water: Within the porous matrix with high bulk capil-
larity, the vertical movement of water becomes so slow that it is questionable if move-
ment occurs at all.

• Minimal con,_act with waste package: Only a fraction of the water migrating down-

ward through the repository, would actually contact the waste. This potential contact

could be further reduced by suitable engineering design of the waste-package
emplacement.

® Geochemical retardation: An added geoche_nical barrier to radionuclide migration

would rx: provided by, the Calico Hills unit which intervenes between the repository

and the water table, This unit, fine-grained and rich in zeolites, possesses signilicant
smptive properties.

,e,

® Preservation of site integrity: Because highly pem_eable vertical fractures ma), help

quickly drain infrequent short pulses of flux, the presence of highly permeable chan-

nel:, pcr se within the unsaturated zone (abandoned boreholes) may not be undesirable.

Thcr,.:li)rc. site integrity ma3+ not be jeopardized by drilling a large number of



cxploratory holes or shafts. So also, faults and fracture zones may not pose as much oi
a hazard as in the saturated zone.

-, o Accessibility to monitoring and recovery: The accessibility of the repository above

the water table has two principal advantages. First, it facilitates systematic monitor-
, ing of site performance during construction, operation and postconstruction phases.

Second, should monitoring reveal potential signs of site failure, the wastes could be
recovered for alternate disposal or remediation.

2.1.3 Caveats

• Perched water bodies: Possible existence of large perched water bodies within the

vadose zone may provide undesirable water access to the repository. However, if
shafts or boreholes interact these, they would drain quickly, as experience would sug-

gest. At worst, these could also be artificially drained through carefully designed
boreholes.

• Rise of water' table: Possible rise of the water table by a few hundred meters during

the next 1,000 to 10,000 yr may lead to the flooding of the repository.

® Wet Climate: Drastic cha.nge to wet climate (pluvial environment) within the next
1,000 to 10,000 yr may lead to increased infiltration.

• Gas Transport: Release of gaseous contaminants would necessitate consideration of

gas and vapor as transporting agents of radionuclides in addition to percolating

groundwater,

2.1.4 Nature of Technical Challenge

Our current knowledge based on aspects of climate, bydrogeology, geochemistry and soil

physics suggests that the disposal of high-level radioactive waste in the thick unsaturated zone of

Yucca Mountain is potenti',dly a most advantageous proposition in the national context. Neverthe-

less, d_e task of quantifying the advemtages to enable the licensing of the repository is not an easy

one. lt is an extr'aordinar,, m[lenge for two primar2,' reasons. First, unlike other branches of

enginceri.ng such as manufacturing or construction, in which materials and components can be.

fabricated to Sl_cilication, we are concerned with a naturN geological system wh.ich is intrinsi.-

cally heterogeneous° and the heterggeneities are very diflicult to characterize. These hetero-o.

geneities introduce considerable uncertainty into our ability tc)quantity ii. Second, the time scale

el required prediction, assumed to be I0,CX)0yr, (DOE, 1989) is far beyond the gamut of tradi-

tior_al cn_2ineering practice.



The intrinsic complexity and the associated uncertainty render the technical problem of

evaluating the Yucca Mountain site a remarkably challenging one. A third dimension of the chal-

lenge is the sociopolitical sensitivity of the issue of toxic waste disposal. ,"

These challenges have been candidly addressed by Davis (1982) as well as by Winograd
w

(1986). Davis (1982) points out that uncertainties inherent in a natural system do not necessarily

negate our ability to find a viable engineering solution to a critical national problem. Nor should

conservatism, which is essential for building a safety factor into engineering design, be taken to

such an extreme that rational, solutions have little chance of success. Winograd (1986) suggests

how the issue of radioactive waste disposal is a transscience problem, lt is a problem tbr whose

solution we neither have an adequate data base nor could we hope to have one in the foreseeable

future. We therefore have to buttress our conventional engineering methodologies by other semi-

qualitative knowledge, in particular, archaeology.

The task of Yucca Mountain performance assessment therefore demands a con-_ination of

conventional engineering as well as an ability to temper that with shrewd judgment. This in itself

is a challenging technical task. However, there exists a larger, but less tangible challenge. This

concerns the credibility of science and its ability to solve a technical problem from a practical

point of view. Such credibility will be critical at the time of licensing, when decision-making will

involve technical experts from branches of science not related to the earth, as well as the

informed laypublic.

Because of the complexity of the problem as detailed above, the performance assessment

haz to draw upon both the existing technologies and new research to fill gaps in the existing state

of knowledge. This has to be achieved with well-defined constraints on resources and time. The

schedule for the re_x)sitc,ry (DOE, 1989) requires that the licensing application be s_,bmitted to

the NRC within decades. Additionally, licensing is intimately linked to legal requirements of

comprehensive demonstration thal the site is acceptable. A consequence is that faithful record-

keeping, documentation and procedural compliance are integral part of the performance assess-

mcnt venture. This inevitable quality assurance (QA) aspect adds additional constraints to the

available physical resources and time.

The importance of QA in a complex venture such as licensing cannot be overemphasized.
'9

t-!owcver, the nature of the QA procedures appropriate for the YMP needs careful assessment.

The currently in-place QA procedures for the YMP are. modeled after similar procedures

developed from long experience of construction of rx_wer plants, submarines and other systems.
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Not only are these systems constructed mostly out of man-made materials, but many such sys-

tems are periodic",Aly built. Thus, the QA procedures are continually updated. In comparison,

" YMP involves a unique system with built-in uncertainties, both because of the nature of the

materials and because of the long time scale of prediction. The YMP requires QA procedures that

are specially tailored to suit its technical uniqueness as well as the constraints of time and

resources available.

2.1.5 A Rationale for Solution

Within the constraints of these challenges, a prudent solution approach to the overall prob-

lem may contain the following elements:

• A serial arrangement of barriers which will, in combination, inhibit the potential

migration of contaminants,

,o Continuous and systematic monitoring of the site during and after construe:ion and

operation to detect any unforeseen failures, and

® Retain an ability to retrieve the wastes for alternate disposal, should unforeseen
failures be detected.

The concept of the serial arrangement of feature,s is inherent in the multiple barrier strategy

that is outlined in the Site Characterization Plan (SCP) (DOE, 1989). The concept of systematic

and continuous monitoring during the construction and operation phase is extremely important

and is quite compatible with the philosophy of the SCP, although one may debate the feasibility

of monitoring by future generations after repository closure.

In designing any complex system one must ideally provide for open ends to abort the sys-

tem safely should unforeseen complexities develop. In the case of Yucca Mountain, one :;ucla

open end is the accessibility of the waste above the water table; retrieval or remedial actions

would be feasible in case of failure.

The YMP is concerned with a one-of-a-kind problem of unusual complexity. Many uncer-

tainties exist related to the characterization of a natural heterogeneous system as well as to the
o,,

boundary conditions and source temas that will dictate the future of the system. Yet, these uncer-

,, tainl.ies ma), not necessarily preclude our ability to evaluate the suitability of the site. What is

perhaps needed is an extension of decision-making methodologies which will help combine quan-

titalive engineering knowledge and other semi-quantitative knowledge in a creative fashion.
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2.1.6 The Accessible Environmen_

The ultimate concem of the YMP is the potential contamination of the human environment

by radioactive contaminants, should toxic radioactive constituents find their way to the biosphere.

For purposes of pertormance assessment in examining compliance with regulations, the biosphere

is defined in terms of the accessible environment Ibr which the regulations provide an official

definition.

In this discussion of Yucca Mountain, it is useful to recognize two parts of tile accessible

environments. The first is the local land surface; this includes not only the sloping upper surface

and the slopes all around t.he mountain, but 'also the land surface in the general vicinity of Yucca

Mountain to an as yet unspecified distance. The second part of the accessible environment

includes all those locations at which the the groundwater may potenti_dly come into contact with

the human habitat. The groundwater beneath the water table at Yucca Mountain is known to

move gencrzdly towards the south and the southwest, discharging at playas and other depressions

away from the moun_.ain. Obviously, the points of discharge of these groundwaters constitute the

accessible environment. Also, along the pathway from the Yucca Mountain to these points of

discharge, the aquifeI.'s may in the future be taptxd by drilled wells for human use. Therefore, the

second part of the accessible environment not only includes the distant points of groundwater

disctaarge, but also the areas between the mountain and the points of discharge where potential for

dcvelopnaent of groundwater Ibr water supplies exists.

The first part of the accessible environment, namely, the loc',d land surface, would be con-

laminated, if at all, by gaseous elements such as 14C, 129I, 85Kr (Roseboom, 1983). These ele-

ments will t_ transported within the air-phase of the vadose zone by water vapor or simply as

gaseous constituents. So far, the evolution of ideas in the YIvlP has been such that the I_tential
• t .

contamination of groundwater has received greater emphasis than the potential contammatmn of

the local atmospt_ere.

2.1.7 A Measure of Performance

The overall task of dcmonstratir_g the suitability of the Yucca Mountain site is an extremely

ccmaplcx one. Yet, from the ix)int of view o1"regulation and licensing it is imperative to incor-

poralc the effect.,_of these complexities into a small number of critical guiding functions. Some

gui-lii_ function:; arc quantitative measures of hydrologic perforrnance. One such guiding t;anc-

ti{,rldiscussed v_'idelyanaong the participants in the YMP is the groundwater travel time (GWqq"),
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fbr which NRC regulations proscribe a numerical performance objective. Other guiding t'unctions,

such as dosc measure and canister lifetime, are also important in the assessment of repository per-

" formance; some of these other guiding functions are "alsoused as performance measures in regula-

tions that govern repositories.
B

2.2 Fundamental Questions

BeIbre we proceed to identify the key issues pertaining to unsaturated zone hydrology, it is

instructive to state the fundamental questions that dictate the achievement of the ultimate goals of

the project. The following four questions serve this purpose.

• What is tile nature c_"thefluid movement within the Yucca Mountain?

• What is the potential forfluid.waste contact and mobilization of toxic constituents?

• What is the potential for the accessible environment to be unacceptably contaminated

over a 10,000 yr-period?

• How can the potential hazard be quantitatively represented so as to enable decision-

m_ing on site suitability?

The fact that Yucca Mountain has been declared a site for characterization is clearly an indi-

cation of the existence of strong preliminary evidence oi' the suitability of the Yucca Mountain

site, One of the critical tasks of PA is therefore to comprehensively test the preliminary evidence

and quantify the results in a credible mariner.

We are concerned with a multiple-barrier system in which the barriers are placed in series.

In this context the fundamental questions stated above are related to each other in Figure 2-1.

Against the backdrop of these fundamental questions we may now proceed to consider the

multitude of technical issues that need to be addres_d in order to answer the aforesaid questions.

For purposes o" clarity, we fi_,'stlist the various issues in the next section, to be followed, in the

succeeding section, by a discu,_.'::ionof the listed issues.

2.3 Technical Issues
t,,

As described in Section 2.1.6, the accessible environment could bc contaminated eittmr by

, the upward migration of gaseous phases or the downward migration of liquid water through the

una:aturatcd zone. Although the term hydrology is usually applicable to liquid water, in the

present work we will use that tenn iraa broader sense, including transport by tile gaseous pllase.
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Quantity of Fluids Capable of Transporting Contaminants

$

Potential for Contact with Waste Form

$

Potential for Transport beyond the Unsaturated Zone

$

Magnitude of Impairment of the .Accessible Environment

Figure 21 Flowdown of key hydrologic and transport issues
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The technical issues of relevance can be broadly grouped into four categories, correspond-

ing to the four fundanmntal questions already discussed. This grouping is schematically shown in

" the branch diagram in Figure 2-2. The issues themselves are listed in the next section.

. 2.3.1 A List of Issues

"[he hierarchical relationships between the technical issues are iUustrated in Figure 2-3 and

the issues themselves are enumerated below.

I. Nature of Hydrologic Regime

I. 1 Before Repository Construction

I. 1.1 Groundwater as the Transporting Agent

• What are the direction and magnitude of water motion within the unsaturated zone at
Yucca Mountain ?

Is it directed downward, upward, or is there any movement at 'all?

Is there a depth from the land surface which separates the evaporative regime

from a deeper, infiltration regime?

If a long-term infiltration (or exfiltration) exists, what is the magnitude of the
flux?

Is the flux dircction dominantly vertical or do significant lateral fluxes exist?

What are the implications of flow pattems to contaminant migration?

• How are the fluoces distributed within the mountain ?

Are they uniforrn!y distributed?

Do strongly preferred pathways exist tbr the movement of water?

If so, how are these preferred pathways distributed? In the fractures'? In the
matrix?

Are these pathways relatively permanent? Or, are they short-lived, temlx_rary

features governed by infrequent, extreme precipitation events'?

What roles do faults and st:ear zones play as preferred pathways for fluid flow?

,I,

® What is the state of the presentflow regime within Yucca Mountain?

, Is the current intiltration regime a steady-state condition or is it a transient con-
dition on the time scale that is ot' interest?

How did the deep unsaturated system evolve over the recent geological past?
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Unsaturated

Repository
Concept

Nature of Contact with Migration and
Flow Regime Waste Package Retardation

Quantification

To Bury or
Not to Bury ?

That is the Ouestion !

<@
Long-Term Monitoring

and

Progressive Validation

9

Figure 2-2 Framework of fundamenlal hydrologic and transport questions.
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a,

Hierarchy of Hydrologic/Transport Issues

I. Nature of Hydrologic Regime

1.1 Before Repository Construction

I. 1.1 Groundwater as the Transporting Agent
I. 1.2 Vapor/Gas as the Transporting Agent

1.2 After Repository. Construction

1.2.1 Groundwater as the Transporting Agent
1.2.2 Vapor/Gas as the Transporting Agent

II. Interaction of Fluids and Waste Package

II,1 Groundwater and Waste Package
II.2 Vapor/Gas and Waste Package

III. Migration of Contaminants

III. 1 Groundwater as the Transporting Agent
III.2 VaporGas as the Transporting Agent

IV. Quantification

IV.1 Measures of Performance
IV,2 Mathematical Models; Quantification and Uncertainty

IV.3 Long Term Validation," Monitoring the System

Figure 2,-3 Hierarchical relations of technical issues.
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Has the water table been rising or falling?

• How does the svstern respond to extreme precipitation events?

Do perched water bodies develop in response to extreme precipitation events?

Do extreme precipitation events give rise to lateral diversion of groundwater?

Are fingering phenomena and associatec/ instability important in response to
extreme precipitation events? If so, will they initiate the formation of preferred

pathways'?

I.1.2 Vapor/Air as the Transporting Agent

• What is the nature of the present evaporative regime within the Yucca Mountain?

Is there a depth below which the temperature distribution is not sensitive to
near-surface fluctuations?

What is the magnitude of the evaporative flux on a long-term basis?

To what depth does air circulate within the mountain in response to diurnal

changes, seasonal changes and other nonperiodic changes in atmospheric pres-
, rsure?

What is the role of the circulating air in the transport of moisture to the land sur-
face?

On a geological time scale, has the evaporative regime played any role in the
evolution of the water table'? If so, what are the implicatiot_s in regard to the

present day moisture fluxes through the unsaturated zone'?

Does the evaporative regime extend all the way to the ,"ater table? Or does it
extend to the water table ortly through a few well-connected fractured channels

but not through the overall rock matrix?

How do the evaporative regime (involving vertically upward vapor llow) and t/ac

infiltration regime (involving vertically downward liquid flow) interact?

How does the air/vapor transport regime respond to infiltration pui,ms following

extreme precipitation events? What is the implication of this response to the

diversion of liquid flux towards highly permeable, large openings?

1.2 After Repository Construction

1.2.1 Groundwater Ksthe Transporting Agent

• How will the currently existing infiltratton comJitions be disturbed by the construction

and the operation of the site?

What will be the effect of maintaining an essentially atmospheric pressure con-

dition at the repository on the intiltration process'?
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What hydrologic criteria are needed to define the disturbed zone?

Will the thermal regime and the asse.elated ventilation structures cause a pro-

gressive desaturation of the disturbed zone? What will be size and the geometry
" of the dis.,,Tarbedzone? What will be the extent of desaturation?

Will the prtx:ess of desaparation cause the capture of the ambient downward flux
" of infiltrating water and establish a pronounced vertically upward flux of liquid

water away from the water table?

How long will this effec t persist after reFx_sitory closure?

Following the dissipation of the thermal regime, will the current fluid flow

regime reestablish itself?. }low long will the resamration process last?

Will buoynncy forces associated with temperature induced density changes
cause the upward movement of liquid water from the repository to the land sur-
face?

What will _ .,.henature of the postresaruration infiltration regime?

What will be the hydrological boundary conditions at the edge of the disturbed
zone?

1.2,2 Val_x'_r/Airas the Transporting Agent

• Ho_. will the thermal regime of the waste package m.odify the existing evaporative

regime ?

Will the strong thermal regime overpower the existing infiltration regime and
establish, a long-reina upward flux of air and vapor from the disturbed zone?

During the active phase of the thermal regime, how will the vapor regime

respond to extreme precipitation events'?

Will the relative permeability characteristics of th,e fractures tmr'mit the rapid

e×pulsion of the vapor phase through fractures?

Or, will pockets of gas/vapor locked in isolated larger openings significantly

inhibit formation of preferred pa hwa,,s.

II. Interaction of Fluids and Waste Package

iI.l Groundwater and Waste Package
tj

How will the infiltrating vadose water come into contact with the waste package?

What are the roles of waste-package geometry, waste-package placement,

engineered barriers and diversion su'ucturvs in governing the contact of liquid
water ,,,,lth the ,xaste?
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What .._ll be the duration of the contact?

What is tl'.e probability that preferred pathways, should they exist, will contact
the waste package?

Is rapid drainage of water through preferred pathways foUowing extreme precip-

itation events conducive to increasing contact of water with waste package?

In order to jeopardize the effectiveness of the repository, how much of the

infiltrating water should be in contact with the waste package? For how long?

Could the probability of contact be significantly reduced by engineering simple
structures to divert the flux away from the waste package?

Is there a potential for very slow but very long term contact of the waste package

with the capillary-bound matrix water? Will this pose a flu'eat to the repository

on a long-term basis?

II.2 _'apor/Gas and the Waste Package

• What will be the nature of the interaction be_,een the vaporgas phase and the waste
package?

Is the pe,_:formanceof the waste package sensitive to the presence of water vapor

in a two-phase environment or in a dry-up environment?

Will the purge oxygen from the vicinity of the waste package cause the corro-

sion rate of the waste package to change?

111. Migration of Contaminants

III.1 Groundwater as the 7"ransporting Agent

• Bhat are the important mecl_anisms by which contaminants may be transported by
liquid water within the Yucca Mountain ?

What is the relative import;race of the following transport processes'?

Advection?

Molecular diffusion?

Hydrodynamic dispersion'?

}.lov, im_mant is the potential trans_xm of contaminants by advection in pre-
ferred pat hways?

What are the [×_tentiat mechzmisms by which the contaminants may be mobil..

ized it3lO lhc liquid phase? Is the chemistry of the vadose water within Yucca
!_,{ourJlainconducive to such mobilization?
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What are the i:x_t.entialretardation mechanisms by which the migration of con-

tamimmts in the liquid pha_ may be. inhibited?

Ad,.,;orptiononto the solid sun"ace?

,, Precipitation?

Diffusion into dead-end pores?

Diffusion into the solid phase?,11

How conducive are the physicochemicaI conditions within Yucca Mountain to

promote such retardation?

What do the present day mineralogy and geochemistry of the Yucca Mountain
rocks reveal about the aqueous chemical transport processes that were active in

the past?

Can an integrated analysis of fluid flow and geochemistry quantitatively help

resolve the question relating to the magnitude of infiltration flux within the
Yucca Mountain?

III.2 Vapor/Gas as the Transporting Agent

• What are the important mechanisms by which contaminants ma), be transported by

vapor and gas?
'What is the relative importance of the following transport processes:

Advection'?
Molecular di ffusion?

Binary diffusion?
Knudson di ffusion?

Will the volatile contaminants released by the waste package react with water

vapor, other gases and the solid constituents?

How important are the variations in the conc.entrations of vapor and oxygen in
the transt:x_rtof the gaseous contaminants?

Is aerosol transl:xm an important mechanism for the transport of nonvolatile con-
stitucnts?

IV. Quantification

The technical issues discussed al_vc, belonging to categories I, II and II1, are ali process-
, oriented. The issues related to quantification which follow are of a different kind, common

to all the protests. Issues of quantification are common to 'ali three categories above,

" 1V, 1 Measure of Petformame

• From the vtc_p(_in¢ (!f licensing applicati(m, what are the different measures that can
be used to as._e,_,_the hydrological performan_'e qf Yuc_a Mountain ?



How effective is GWT'r as a performance measure?

How may one define GWTT in the case of a highly heterogeneous, par-

tially saturated system?

How may one derive. GWTT in a transient system?

ttow important is it to incorporate into GWTF such factors as the probabil-
ity of the contact of fluids with the waste package, the effect of duration of

contact of the fluids and the waste package, and the retarding influence of
the natural barrier?

If so, how should GWT'I' be defined?

• What other performance measures are relevant?

IV.2 Mathematical Models

• What are our current abilities of modeling in regard to hydrological and chemical

transport problerr_" relevant to the YMP?

What are special features of the mathematical problems which represent the

hydrological and geochemical processes of relevance to performance assess-
ment?

What is the current status of our modeling capabilities?

Are the existing tools adequate?

How credible are these models? How internally consistent are they? How

closely do they represent the tield systems they seek to mimic?

What is the critical quantum of field data needed to reliably apply the models to

the field problem?

• What are the critical model development needs?

IV.3 Long-Term Validation, Monitoring the System

• What are the essential features of a rru)nitoring system that will provid,e adequate

hydrogeological and hydrogeochemical information during the construction-

c)peration pho..se to et_ble validation of predicttons made during the characterization.

pha._:e?

• _Vhat are the essential]_'atures of a long-term rmmitoring ,_ystem to help detect poten- ,

tial failure?



2.3.2 Discussion

Direction and Magnitude of Fluxes: A very important attribute of the Yucca Mountain

that influenced its preliminary choice as a site for characterization is the e×tremely low

infiltration of water through the unsaturated zone. A basic goal of the PA effort is therefore to
.¢

adequately define the nature of the existing fluid flow regime within the Yucca Mountain, with

reference to both the liquid phase and the gaseous phase. Despite careful laboratory and field

investigations as part of the YMP, considerable uncertainty still exists about direction and magni-

tude of the flux of liquid water within the unsaturated zone. Currently used estimates only suggest

an upper bound of about 0.2 mm/yr for long-term downward infiltration toward the water table. Is

Jt possible that because of the strong evaporative regime there is no long-term downward

infiltration within the Yucca Mountain?

Preferred Pathways: A second important attribute of the Yucca Mountain that causes a

great deal of concern in regard to contaminant transport is the pre_nce of fractures in the welded

tuff units. The concern is that these fractures may constitute preferred pathways for the rapid

migration of contaminants from the repository to the accessible environment. On the other hand,

an early argument that was advanced in favor of the Yucca Mountain (Roseboom, 1983) was that

the highly permeable fractures may act like "storm sewers" and would help the rapid drainage of

water following infrequent extreme precipitation events, lVlore recent computer modeling studies

by Wang and Narasimhan (1986) suggest that the very strong capillary regime in the extremely

fine-grained tuff will tend to inhibit the saturation of fractures even after strong precipitation

events. In what way then is the presence of fractures within the welded units detrimental to per-

formance of the repository?

State of the Hydrologic System: Closely related to the issue of direction and movement of

infiltrating water is that of the present state of the flow system within Yucca Mountain. If the

currently estimated infiltration fluxes of less than about 0.2 mm/yr are reasonable, then the sys-

tem could be treated as a steady-state one on a time scale of conventional engineering practice.

l-towc\'er, on a time frame of 10,0(X) yr, does the system reveal notable transient aspects'? 1_ the

- observed variabilities in saturation and rnoisture suction within the mountain indicate effects of

infiltration pulses that occurred in resl:mnse to extreme precipitation events many centuries ago?

" In what way will these transients influence contaminant migration? Can the transient regime pro-

vide clues about long-term infiltration rates'?
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Response to Extreme Precipitation Events: lt is normally assumed that gravity dominates

the movement of water in the vadose zone and the infiltration fluxes are directed almost vertically

down. However, is it tx_ssible that following extreme precipitation events saturated flow may be "

initiated at material interfaces leading to lateral diversion of flows? Or, is lateral diversion to
,It

occur under purely unsaturated conditions of flow? Note in this regard that the tuff units of

Yucca Mountain dip gently toward the east, The concern is that such lateral diversions, should

they occur, might provide access to permeable faults or shear zones and through them provide a

fast pathway to the accessible enviromnent.

Vapor/Gas Phase Movement" The presence of the deep vadose zone at the Yucca Moun-

tain is due in part to the existence of an extremely strong evaporative regime, lt is to be expected

that dais reginae will transport substantial quantities of moisture vertically upward from the

vadose zone over long periods of time. Developing an understanding of the nature of this eva-

porative regime is therefore a very important issue. Weeks (198/) made convincing field observa-

tions at the Yucca Mountain which show that air circulates down to several tens of meters within

the Yucca .Mountain because of seasonal as well as diurnal changes in temperature and pressure.

To what depths does the evaporative regime extend within the mountain? How much of moisture
D

does it t_ranstx)rt? How does it interact with the downward-directed infiltration flux?

Postemplacement Hydrologic Regime: The proposed repository is a very large under-

ground opening. From the pers_ctive of the hydrologic flow regime, this structure will greatly

change the geometry, of the system with near-atmospheric boundary condition at the repository

sur'faces, par'lly because of Lhchighly pcrmeable pathways between the atmosphere and the repo..

sitory and partly due to the ventilation system to maintain reasonable working conditions for

underground otx'rations. Finally, the heat production from the wastes themselves will profoundly

alter the thennal regime within the vadose zone. How wil! the ambient flow _egime be affected by

the relx_sitory? If the imlx)sed thermal regime causes a pronounced desaturation of the region

_car the repository, then tills region may act msa sink for moisture accumulation for a very long

wriod of time, capturing groundwater that rnay otherwise move towards the water table, Also,

the thermal field will induce buoyancy llows and modify the air circulation patterns within the

mour_lain and will strongly influerlce the direction arm magnitudes oft.he fluxes.

f,

Contact ,,_ith 'Waste F'orm: The strategy, for burial o1 HLW at the Yucca Mountain is

• ) ",based on the multiple barrier concept. ( nc of these barriers is the waste package itself. The solid

waste ,,,,ill t-x.,packaged iri stainless s{eel cylinders aN3ut 10 inclaes in diameter and aN)ut 10 IEet



long. In order that contaminants be mobilized from these into the groundwater, sufticient quanti-

tits of groundwater must come into contact with the waste package ibr' sufficiently long periods

,, o1"time. Therefore, the nature of the potential contact between the infiltrating groundwater and

the waste package is a very import_m; issue. If oriented favorably in relation to the local ground-
,i,

water ttow pattern, the packages would present a low profile and the probability of contact would

be minimized. The issue of groundwater-waste package contact is also quite important in evaluat-

ing the potential of transport oi' contaminants by pulses of water that may pass through the system

following periods of extreme precipitation.

Analogous to the issue of groundwater-waste package contact is that of the potential contact

of the vapor or gas phase and the waste package. During the active phase o1"thermal loading as

well as during other periods, gases and water vapor would invariably be in contact with the waste

package. Moreover, owing to active air circulation through the system, a large mass of air would

continuously be moving through the system. But the proportion of this air that will actually con-

tact the individual waste package is as yet uncertain. The implication of this vapor/gas phase con-

tact with the waste package to the mobilization and transport of gaseous contaminants is an

important issue that needs to be addressed.

Processes of Transport: Once mobilized into the fluid phase, contaminants will be tran-

sported by advective, diffusive and dispersive processes. In the specific context of Yucca Moun-

tain, which of these transport processes are most important? Within the unsaturated zone, one

would suspect that molecular diffusion may play a more important role than advection and hydro-

dynamic dispersion, both of which depend on groundwater velocity, ttowever, advection and

associated longitudinal distx'rsion could be the dominant mechanisms in prel'erred pathways such

as t'racmres, faults or shear zones. In the vapor/gas phase, however, advection may be dominant

because of the high tlow velocities involved.

Fluid-Rock Interactions: One of the favorable aspects of Yucca Mountain is the presence

of m_tura.Icondition.'_ under which very, strong interactions between fluids and solids are possible.

13ccause of extremely low in/iltration velocities and the enormous surface area of the solids

, _51)(},()(_(}Io more than 2 million square meters per cubic meter of rock, detx'.nding on method ot"

an:_iysis; (71aassen and White, 1979) lluid-solid interactions can occur over large surface areas tbr

" long wric, ds of time. Such interactions will lacilitale surface sorption on surl'ace-active consti-

tucn' such as/.oolites as well as precipitation where redox conditions are suitable.
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Note that the volcanic tuff is actually made up of particles of glass. Where these glasses

devitrify, the process of devitrification is usually accompanied by the generation of defects and

pores on the surfaces of the glassy particles. Recent experimental studies by White m_d Yee

(1986) suggest that diffusion into the solid phase of the tuff matrix could be a measurable
i,

mechanism. If this is so, diffusion into the solid phase could be a beneficial mechanism in regard

to inhibiting the transport of contaminants by the liquid phase.

Yet another mechanism that may help retard contaminant migration within Yucca Mountain

is diffusion into dead-end pores. Considering the strong capillary forces within the tuff rock, it is

reasonable to expect that the water phase could be stagnant in many dead-end pores. Although

they may not play any role in flow, these dead-end pores may help absorb contaminemts from the

mobile phase by molecular diffusion.

The caveat in regard to fluid-solid interaction is lhat groundwater in the vado_ zone at

Yucca Mountain is likely to be highly oxidizing. If so, it will have a relatively high corrosion

potemial, conducive to the mobilization of metallic ions.

Geochemistry and Patterns of Fluid Flow: As we have already seen, a basic PA issue

concerns the direction and magnitude of water flux within the vadose zone. Indirect estimates

made from soil physics parameters measured in the field suggest extremely low downward fluxes.

Because such low fluxes cannot be directly measured with currently available lield techniques, it

is very desirable to have these estimates corrotx)rated by other independent rneans. Currently

well-established geochemical techniques involving imtopic analysis of vein minerals, liquid

inclusions and pore waters should provide valuable inR)nnation on the evolution of the vadose

zone during the recent geological past. An added advantage of gaining knowledge of such an evo-

lulion is tba_ it would provide credible insighl,s on predicting t.he response of the syslem over the

next 10,000 yr. These insights will be valuable in minimizing uncertainties associated with con-

ventional predictive modeling.

In the balance the potential fbr rock-fluid interactions and the associated inhibition of con-

taminant migration within the vadose zone at Yucca Mountain appear to be considerable. The

evalualic_n of these geochemical processes and their influence on PA constitute an extremely

important issue.
t

Performance Measure: At the presenl state of the site ctmracterization effort, the most

widely used measure of hydrologic performance is the prcemplacement GWTT. The. c(mcc'pl of

(iW'UI" is generally associated with a steady-state tield of fluid t]ow. All.hough GWq"I" is an



extremely useful notion in dealing with systems with simple geometry and heterogeneities, it is

useful to examine its efficacy in regard to the extremely complex hydrologic system characteriz-

" ing the vadose zone at Yucca Mountain. Several important questions arise. How amenable is the

concept of GWTT for handling highly heterogeneous, unsaturated systems characterized by pro-

nounced convergence and divergence of flow paths? How can the GW'Iq" concept be extended to

accommodate the transient flow regimes characteristic of the postconstruction period? Within the

framework of the GWTT, how may one incorporate the effects relatively short-lived flows

through preferred pathways following infrequent extreme precipitation events? Is it overly con-

servative to exclude retarding effects of multiple barriers from the definition of GWqq'? Is there a

need for defining alternate performance measures?

Mathematical Models: As pointed out in the SCP (DOE, 1989), fluid flow and chemical

t:ansport calculations using mathematical models will play a very key role in the licensing pro-

cess. In the PA venture, such mathematical models will be used in two broad ways: (1) concep-

tun and theoretical studies to develop insights about the relevant processes and issues; and (2)

detailed specific calculations leading to inferences about the potential pefforr'.aance of the site.

The classical mathematical model is in essence a quantified description of the effects of a

system in response to certain prescribed causes. Given a unique set of parameters to characterize

the causes and the nature of the system, the classical mathematical model leads to a deterministic

solution of the problem. However, for a variety of reasons, including weaknesses in the concep-

tun basis, inaccuracies in the computational code, and uncertainties associated with the

parametric data base, a certain amount of uncertainty is invariably associated with the relevance

of the deterministic solution for the field problem on hand. _[qaemathematical models used in the

present PA effort must be capable oi"providing a quantitative estimate of these uncertainties to

enable a rational decision-making about site suitability.

As part of the erstwhile NNWSI, considerable effort has been expended in assessing the

nature o1' the models required for the PA venture as well the adequacy of existing codes. Two

important issues that arc being addressed are those of code verification and model validation. Ali

" these efforts are based on mathematical tools that have already been developed in the literature. A

critical issue is to assess the needs for additional model development, both in tenns of new

methods especially geared for handling the special features of the Yucca Mountain system and in

tetTrJsof tailoring existing codes to greatly increase their efficiency for solving particular classes

of problems
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Long-Term Validation and Monitoring: The site characterization phase of the YMP will

provide a certain amount of hydrological and geochemical data, upon which predictions will

have to be made about the potential suitability of the site. These predictions will be constrained

by known uncertainties. If these uncertainties are within reasonable bounds, and it is decided that
!,

the site is acceptable to receive the wastes, then the construction phase will begin.

lt is important to recognize that the construction phase and the subsequent operational phase

will span several decades. Utilized properly, this duration of several decades can provide addi-

tional data about site performance on a time scale that is much larger than the one that was avail-

able during the site characterization phase (several decades as opposed to several years). There-

lbre, a systematic monitoring of the system during the construction and operation phase of the

repository should be considered an integral part of the overall PA venture. This monitoring

aspect will render the vital open-endedness which is essential to the design of any large scale,

complex system.

Ideally, by the time of repository closure, the accumulated data base and the validated

models will guide the design of any monitoring system that may be needed over a long period

, following the closure.
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3.0 IMPORTANT TASKS FOR THE RESOLUTION OF HYDROLOGIC

AND TRANSPORT ISSUES

3.1 Introduction

The tasks that need to be undertaken to resolve the technical issues discussed in the previ-

ous chapter are varied in nature and require the use of laboratory and field experimentation, geo-

logic field observations, and mathematical modeling exercises, For purposes of discussion, it is

convenient to group these tasks into four categories:

1. Conceptual and theoretical analysis;

2. Laboratory and field experimentation;

3. Verification, validation and development of mathematical models; and

4. Computations to support licensing application.

At the present stage in the YMP our knowledge of the basic processes that have the greatest

influence on hydrologic performance is still limited. It is therefore necessary that these basic

processes be investigated early on in the growth of the project. These tasks involving basic

processes require conceptual and theoretical analysis as well as experimental and observational

components. Until recently, very little data were available on the transport properties of the tuff

rock at Yucca Mountain especially relating to unsaturated conditions. Since 1983, a small and

useful data base has been built up in this regard through the eflorts instituted under the NNWSI

project. Ttaese data bases must be expanded to a critical size necessary to provide credibility to

the licensing application. The conceptual..theoretical studies and the experimental data base will

provide the input information essential for the computational tools. A variety of computational

models are currently available in the literature to handle the broad category of problems relevanl

to PA 1 _,aever, there is evidence that some model exlension and model development efforts are

needed in order to meet certain computational aspects peculiar to Yucca Mountain. Additiomdly,

the requirements oi QA necessitate the verification, validation and documentation of the particu..

lav computational tools chosen for generating results that will be, used to support the licensing

application.

These results to be used in the licensing application will include diverse physical situations

veiL:yayoito contamination ot the accessible environment as well as error bounds on the credibility

_I c;.llculzttions. These error bounds will have to be eslimaled through sensitivily analyses and
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probabilistic methods. The predicted results and the associated uncertainties would need to be

reevaluated using the increased data that will be forthcoming during the construction-operation

phase. Therefore, the detailed computational results supporting the license application will need

to be complemented by a plan for integrated monitoring of the system.
.,p

3.2 A List of Tasks

(1) Conceptual and Theoretical Tasks

(a) Preemplacement Conditions

• Analysis of tong-term evolution of Yucca Mountain, integrating geochemical

field observations (mineralogy, isotopic evidence), groundwater flow patterns,

paleoclimatology and mathematical modeling

• Flow patterns in a large heterogeneous, partially saturated system

• Nature of evaporative regime

(b) Postemplacement Conditions

• Nature of the disturbed zone consequent to construction and operation of the

repository

• Interaction of waste package with liquid, vapor and gaseous phases; role of

package geometry, emplacement patterns and engineered barriers/diversion

: • Essential process of mobilization, tran_port and retardation

(2) Laboratory and Field Measurements

(al) Understanding the Processes

• Evaluate importance offilm[tow on fracture walls and surface diffusion

• Evaluate gasvapor migration and relative permeability of partially saturated

fractures

" • Obtain visual evidence of capillary dominance in partially saturated fractured

media using tomographic techniques
=

_- • Delineate response of strongly heterogeneous partially fractured systems to pro-

nounced pulses of infiltration, role of fingering and ir_'tabilio, on generating

pt _ferred pathways
i
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• Evaluate essential geochemical proce._,_esof mobilization and retardation

(b) Data _ase on Material Properties and Initial C_nditions
t

• Use of osmotic potentials to generate large suctions and measure unsaturated

. transport properties

(3) Mathematical Models

(a) Verification of Mathematical Models

• Verification of deterministic as well as probabilistic model)," for internal

mathematical consistency

(b) Validation of Mathematical Models

• Validation of deterministic as well as probabilistic models for physical reality

(c) Model Extensions and Development

• Evaluate current state of availability of numerical models

• Standardize and document models chosen for use in support calculations

• Identify gaps in modeling ability, specific to YMP

• Extend existing models or develop new models

(4) Detailed Support Calculations

(a) Predictive Calculations

• Establish relevant scenarios, processes and parcuneter sets

• Generate computational results with adequate quantification of error bounds

(b) Design Monitoring System for Long-Term Validation

• Identify the suite of parameters necessary for long-term model validation

• Design an optimal monitoring system integrated with the proposed construc-

tional and operational activities

3.3 Discussion
#

3.3.1 Long-Term Evolution of the Yucca Mountain System

* The prediction of the long-term fate of the radioactive contaminants within Yucca Moun-

tain is central to the approval of the licert,;ing application, lt is clear that the licensing application

will have to rely heavily on predictive calculations using mathematical models related to fluid
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flow and chemical transport. Toward this end, much of the current emphasis is on collecting data

on transport properties (e.g., permeability, porosity, desaturability, geochemical parameters of

mobilization and retardation), spatial distribution of heterogeneities, and forcing functions (initial "

conditions, boundary conditions, sources), and to use such data as the basis for predictive model-
'h

ing, This necessary and essential task has certain inherent limitations. Most of our experimental

knowledge concerning these parameters is based on experiments that are of far shorter time scale

(seldom longer than a few months) in relation to the time scale of predictive interest (rnillenia).

Therefore our ability to make long-term predictions based solely on these data bases is limited.

Moreover, our current data bases cannot provide us intbrmation on the long-term disposition of

the forcing functions (e.g., rise or fall of the water table; extreme precipitation events). It is

therefore essential that the modeling strategies that are currently being pursued be augmented by

semi-quantitative modeling ventures that address questions related to the hydrogeological evolu-

tion of the Yucca Mountain and its environs over the past 100,000 yr or so. A knowledge of the

historical past should provide invaluable clues about the potential behavior of the system in the

distant future.

This effort will broadly involve integration of hydrological, paleoclimatological and geo-

chemical field observations as well as mathematical modeling, The geochemical studies would

include study of the mineral assemblages in the vadose zone as well as their isotopic contents and

the chemical characteristics of fluid inclusions.

3.3.2 Flow in Heterogeneous Partially Saturated Systems

The potential transport of contaminants by advective motion of the flowing fluids under-

scores almost ali our concerns regarding damage to the accessible environment. By definition,

advection denotes the transtx_rt of dissolved or even suspended constituents by the bulk motion of

the moving fluid. Therefore, a task of paramount imporumce in PA is to understand the macros-

topic fluid llow field within Yucca Mountain. In a strongly heterogeneous system, the geometric

pallcm of fluid llow will be very complicated, being characterized by curvilinear flow paths thal

show pronounced patterns of convergence and divergence. These features of convergence and

divergence have profound influence on flow velocities, chemical transport, and dilution and

altenuation. Where llow lines converge, flow velocities will tend to increase and where they ',

diverge, llow velocities will decrease. Thus, the time of travel for a contaminant purely by advec-

tion is governed by the geometr?, o1 the flow system. Moreover, where flow tubes diverge, one

should anticipate a tendency for attenuation of contaminant concentrations for two reasons. First,
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the greater volume oi' pore spaces available in the diverging flow paths will lead to relatively

large dilution by mixing. Second, the slower velocities in zones of divergence wiU increase

• residence times and will abet fluid-solid chemical interactions.

There is thus a need to develop ,'m adequate understanding of the type of fluid flow patterns
,v

that ,,,,,ill characterize the Yucca Mountain system during the preoperative and postoperative

phases. The special nature of heterogeneity at Yucca Mountain arises from: (1) megascopic

heterogeneity due to the different units of layered tuff, (2) smaller scale variations of' material

properties within _ eiven lithologic unit, (3) the presence of micro- and macro fractures, and (4)

the presence of fault zones and shear zones. To this list we may also add the spatial variations of

transport properties that arise from the dependence of such transportproperties on fluid phase

saturation,

Very little is currently known from the literature about the nature of fluid flow in hetero-

geneous systems such as the one characterizing Yucca Mountain. Any insights that can be

developed in this regard within the time constraints of the YMP must be developed almost

exclusively on the basis of numerical models. Even with the availability of supercomputers, it is

doubtful ii' the Yucca Mountain system can be studied in detail in three dimensions. Therefore,

much of the insight and understanding that can be hoped for will have to be developed on the

basis of carefully' chosen two-dimensional studies. These conceptual investigations will contri-

bute towards an understanding of the following topics:

• Lateral flows, perched water, transient migration of pulses, and evaporative flu,xes

induced by atmospheric variations in temperature and pressure,

• Generation of preferred pathways due to smaller scale heterogeneifies, and the pat-
terns of converging and diverging flow paths dictated by smaller scale heterogeneities,

• The implications of these flow geometries in regard to extrapolating transport proper-

ties from laboratory scale to field scale or in regard to generating transport properties
from geometric information of rocks, and

• Design of critical experiments and monitoNng s,),'_'stanas,"

3.3.3 Nature of Evaporative Regime

Within the YMP so far, much of the attention pertaining to radioactive contaminant tran-

,, sfx)rt at Yucca Mountain has been devoted to groundwater msthe transporting agent. However,

the issues discu,s"scd in the last chapter clear'ly suggest that transport of contaminants by the

ga._Aat._orphase could rx",,,ev)'significant. Also, the transport of gases and water vapor within the

mour_tair_ is intirna_ely related to the rate of infiltration t-)fgroundwater ira the vadose zone
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Therefore, serious efforts need to be expended toward a clear understanding of the evaporative

regime within the Yucca Mountain.

Recent field evidence (Weeks, 1987) from Yucca Mountain has clearly shown that active

circulation of air within the mountain, driven by diurnal and seasonal variations in pressure and

temperature, may transport large volumes of air through the mountain through highly permeable

pathways. Depending on humidity, this air circulation should be expected to transport large

volumes of water vapor and gase,_us constituents with time. In addition to the vapor movement

induced by these air masses, vapor movement should also be expected in less pe,rmeable path-

ways, governed by other flow processes such as diffusion and film flow.

These studies or.' ',.,heevaporative regime will have to be conducted with the help of

mathematical models, taking into account the flow of several fluid phases in a strongly hetero-

geneous system under nonisothen'nal conditions. The results of these studies will help evaluate

the following:

• The magnitude of vapor flux from the vadose zone to the atmosphere on a long term
basi s,

,_ The role of the evaporative pracess in connolling the downward infiltration of water,

• 'lq_e potential influence of a strong evaporative regime on the long term decline of the
water table, and

• The lx_tential for contact with the waste package.

3.3.4 Influence of Repository Thermal Regime on Evaporatkm and Infiltration

'/'he slrong evaporative regime at Yucca Mountain which profoundly influences the hydrol..

og,y of the vadose zone, will be even more accentuated by the strong thermal input from the

decaying waste form. The temperature increase arising from this themlal input will probably peak

about 1(30yr alter emplacement and gradually decline over several centuries thereat:ter. During

the iong pcric_ of therm',d input, the movement of liquid water as well as water vapo.r will be

grcaIly modified in the vicinity of the repository. At the out.t, one would expect the repository

vicinity to undergo significant drying and loss of pore water, lt is likely thaY.this desaturation pro-

cess _'ill bc dictated by a thermally-driven evaporative regime involving strong air convection as

v,cll as by buoyancy-dnven liquid flow. If our present knowledge is any indication, even small
11.

d,lfl:rences of tcmtx.'ralure and pressure are sufficient to maintain the strong evaporative regime.

I1 s,¢_it is rcasorlablc to inter thai the anomalous evaporative regime induced by the thermal input

-_f J)_,, u,':_:Ir, r_:wk*.'_oP rn:_v r_r,,:i,,I Ior (:,Ol_II]ric.',;.
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A credible evaluation of the induced evaporative regime following the emplacement of the

wastes is essential tbr formulating and analyzing the man), scenarios of contaminant transport

- that will form part of the licensing application. Here again, the conceptual and theoretical

knowledge has to be generated with the help of mathematical models. This task will attempt to

develop an understanding of the following:

• The geometry of the disturbed zone and its dynamic influence on the movement of
fluids within the mountain,

• The influence of the disturbed zone on h_filtration of water following extreme precipi-
tation events, and

• The effects of large-scale desaturation and resaturation of the repository region on

contaminant transport away from the repository.

3.3.5 Interaction of Waste Package with Migrating Fluids

Central to the rationale of the YMP is the notion of multiple barriers. These barriers

include the waste form itself. The package will be designed to offer a minimum contact with

groundwater when properly emplaced and will offer significant resistance to reaction with

groundwater. The potential contact between the vadose water and the waste package will indeed

determine the strength of the contaminant source. From the point of view of the source term, it is

critical for the PA venture to investigate the relevant aspects of fluid-waste package contact and

the associated possibilities of mobilization of the contaminant. Insofar as liquid water is con-

cemed, this would include consideration of the orientation of the waste package with reference to

flow geometry and the role of may diversion structures that may be designed to deflect liquid flow

away from the waste package,

3.3.6 Identification of Processes of Mobilization and Retardation

Given a certain potential for contact between the fluids and the waste package, the contam.

inants will have to be mobilized first from the chemically resistaaatwaste form into the fluid phase

(water, vapor or air) before they can begin their migration towards the accessible environment.

, Mobilization should be expected to occur by dissolution of contaminant chemical species in an

environment of strong oxidation, augmented by the presence of acid-generating constituents such

•, as sulfate, chloride and carbon dioxide. The amount of contaminant mobilized will depend on the

solubility of the particular constituent, its state of saturation, the nature and the state of the fluid

phase, kinetic eflecLs, and so on.
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lt is obvious that different chemical species will be mobilized at different rates, lt appears

that very few radioactive species (e.g. +4C,129[,SSKr) are potentially likely to be mobilized into

the gas phase, while many more species could potentially get into the liquid phase. The task of

identifying the particular species of imlxJrtance and the rates of their mobilization should take

into account the chemical composition of the waste form, the nature of the waste package, and the

nature of the fluids in the vadose zone. This is a critical task, as it dictates the nature of the source

term.

Once mobilized into the fluid phase, the contaminants will be transported in tile fluid phase

by processes of advection, diffusion and dispersion along pathways that may eventually lead to

the accessible environment. However, along the transport path, the dissolved species may also be

demobilized or retarded from migration by various processes of fluid-solid interactions as well as

radioactive decay. Specific retardation mechanisms of relevance in the context of Yucca Moun-

tain are sorption, precipitation/coprecipitation, diffusion into stagnant pore-water, diffusion into

the solid particles, and radioactive decay.

Qutmtitative evaluation of the chemical and physical parameters that govem demobilization

of contaminants is a difficult task, particularly because predictions have to be made on a 10,000-

vr time scale. Therefore, the necessary model parameters have to be evaluated and constrained

using conventional laboratory experiments as well as careful analysis of field evidence related to

the geochemical evolution of the Yucca Mountain system over the recent geological past.

3.3.7 Evaluation of Relative Imporlance of Transport Processes

The key transport processes that will enable the dissolved contaminants to reach the acces-

sible ctwironment include advection, molecular diffusion and hydrodynamic dispersion. Advec-

tion is the process by which transport occurs with the average bulk motion of the fluid phase. Dif-

fusiora is the process by which the contaminant is redistributed within the fluid phase as governed

by concentration gradients. Hydrodynamic dispersion is a process that is analogous to diffusion,

in which the diffusion parameter is proportional to fluid velocity. Within the vadose zone at

'_'ucc;a Mountain, the ambient flux of liquid water is extremely small. Therefore, diffusion is

likely to be the dominant transport mechanism, except when large fluxes of water occur, either

al(_ng preferred pathways or due to strong infiltration pulses. "

Clearly advection is the process that should cau_ the most serious concern, should rapid

fluxes occur through preferred pathways (for example, saturated fractures, faults, shear zones).
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However, this concern must be evaluated in the broader context of the potential for mobilization

of contaminants from the waste package.

_" In this broader context, it becomes very relevant not only to evaluate where the preferred

pathways will exist with reference to the locations of the waste packages but also to know the
t

duration over which the flowing water will be in contact with the waste form. lt is clear that if

water is channeled 'along pathways that are. not intercepted by waste packages, then such path-

ways are indeed favorable features from the viewpoint of site suitability. Large transient fluxes

"along these pathways following extreme precipitation events will actually help drain the water

quickly and maintain the long-term unsaturated regime. Furthermore, even if some of these

benign pathways were to intersect some waste packages, the rapid movement of water will

minimize the duration of contact between water and the waste package, leading to less sufficient

chemical reactions and potential tbr mobilization (the magnitude of the contaminant source).

Thus the task of establishing the importance of advection within the Yucca Mountain is

extremely important. Successful execution of this task entails the integration of issues related to

fluid flow patterns in highly heterogeneous media, the response of the highly nonlinear system to

extreme precipitation events, the ability of engineered barriers to divert water away from the

waste package, the chemical interaction between transient fluid flow and the corrosion-resistant

waste package, and the transport of mobilized contaminants downstream from the waste package.

q_nis task is of considerable importance in relation to the regulatory notion of travel time.

The notion of GWTT is well defined mainly in the case of a steady-state field of groundwater

llow. In this case one may ignore, under conservative assumptions, the potential for retardation of

the contaminant through fluid-solid interactions and compute the the time taken by a packet of

water to travel from the disturbed zone to the accessible environment along a flow tube, This

simplistic notion cannot effectively take into account two important aspects of the basic rationale

of the YMP, namely, rapid transient pulses of flux that may or may not intercept the waste pack-

age, and the duration over which the flowing water will be in contact with the waste package to

cause corrosion and mobilization.

3,3.8 Experimental Studies

As part oi" the site characterization effort, m_my activities are in progress, both in the field

a_d in the latx_ratory. These ongoing activities need to be complemented by the following tasks

of cxpcrimenlation:
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• Measure unsaturated flow processes and parametexs using osmotic gradients in the

laboratory and in the field,

• Elucidate the process of water movement in the fractured tuff using modem tech-
niques of three-dimensional imaging, *

• Evaluate instabilities that may occur at sharp infiltration fronts in fractured porous

media, particularly taking into consideration the finite mobility of air in heterogeneous
media,

• Evaluate the nature of the moisture flow regime likely to develop arotald the waste

package in response to the heat input, and

• Explore innovative methods to estimate the direction and magnitude of ambient in-
situ flux of water within the mountain,

3.3.9 Verification of Numerical Codes

The importance of code verification is well recogrfized in the PA endeavor and efibrts are

being made within the YMP to verify the different transport codes that are eventually expected to

be used to generate computational results to support the licensing application. At present, the

philosophy of verification manifests itself in two broad categories of activities.

The first is the testing of a numerical solution against a known analytical solution to a prob-

lem of interest. Fox"the Yucca Mountain system, this philosophy of verification is of little practi-

cal use. The processes of fluid flow and transport within the mountain are governed by complex,

interacting, nonlinear processes within a highly heterogeneous system. At present no known

analytic_ solutions are available even for the simplest scenario involving these processes.

For want of anything better, therefore, the second philosophical approach of benchmarking

i_ employed for verification. Benctunarking consists of setting up one or more hypothetical prob-

lems of the required degree of complexity and having these problems solved by several indepen-

dent researchers employing independently developed numerical codes, The results generated by

the various workers are carefully compared. If these results agree within reasonable limits, the

codes are assumed verified and considered reliable for future use. If the results generated by the

various workers differ markedly, then the cause of the differences must be examined and recon-

ciled.

Although benchmarking is the best recourse currently available, there are strong reasons to

look beyond benchmarking and to explore more credible ways of code verilication, as lx_inted out ,,

by Narasimhan (1987). The phy:dcal processes of unsaturated flow are governed equations of

stale and motion. As the system chzmges iLs state, its storage of fluid ch_mges in time. Fluid

motion, which causes Lhcchange of state, is governed by the balancing of forces thal impel lhc
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fluid and by fl'ictional forces that resist fluid motion. The amount of fluid taken into storage and

the energy spent in overcoming frictional resistance are both strongly governed by the nature of

• the flow geometry in a heterogeneous system, lt stands to reason that the flow geometry will

optimize itself in some fashion to minimize the energy sI_nl in overcoming resistance and the
e

energy taken into storage. This perception of changes of state, causes of motion and optimization

of energy expenditure is more elementary in nature than the classical differential equation and it

involves direct consideration of integrals defined over the system of interest. Focusing attention

on the evaluation of these integrals simultaneously with the determination of the most consistent

flow geometry should lead to new and verifiable numerical algorithms that are of great practical

interest to the goals of PA.

lt is commonly understood that verification is the task of asserting that the numerical solu-

tion is internally mathematically consistent in regard to logic and accuracy, lt is imperative to

use verifiable codes in the PA venture for two reasons. The first obvious reason is that at the time

of licensing hearings the credibility of the licensing application will be greatly enhanced by solu-

tions that can be shown to be verifiable. The second reason is more mundane and basic. Compu-

tational exercises already carried out within the YMP (and the erstwhile NNWSI) to develop con-

ceptual insights regarding flow and transport within the Yucca Mountain vadose zone have gen-

erated alternative interpretations in regard to such important questions as perched water, lateral

diversion of flow, and so on. These alternate interpretations have serious implications in regard

to PA. In order to judiciously weigh these interpletations, it is imperative to identify and elim-

inate those aspects of the computations that are solely code-dependent and focus attention on the

critical, intrinsic aspects of the system that are process-dependent.

For these two reasons, there is a strong justification to explore new ways of verifying the

results generated by a given code in its own right, without requiring results from other codes, be

they analytic solutions or numerical solutions. The ideal numerical code in this regard will be one

which can be.self-verifying (Narasimhan, 1987).

3.3.10 Validation of Mathematical Models

Model validation is the task of asserting that the processes simulated by the mathematical

" model indeed represent the physical processes that occur in the system of interest. In principle,

lhc ideal validalion is one in which the computed value of each physical variable is compared

with the physically observed value of the same variable. Here again, much effort is being
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expended within the YMP and elsewhere, within the DOE to validate mathematical models that

will be eventually used in the PA. The task of validation is inherently much more, difficult than

that of verification. This difficulty arises in a large measure because of limitations in carrying out

experiments, either in the field or in the laboratory.
o

The physical processes occurring within the Yucca Mountain involve the dynamic move-

ment of more than one fluid (water, water vapor, air) in a highly heterogeneous system. While the

mathematical models are capable of quantitatively evaluating many different physical quantities,

the experimentally observable quantities are very few (e.g., fluid pressure, temperature and, occa-

sionally, fluid saturation). Quantifies such as fluid flux and fluid velocity are extremely difficult to

measure within the porous medium. The difficulty is compounded by the fact that the measurable

quantities are subject to scale of observation and the interruption introduced by the measuring

instrument. In laboratory and field scale experiments, the possibility exists that the act of meas-

urement itself may perturb the system.

At the present time, our ability to compute far exceeds our ability to conduct sophisticated

experiments. It is almost impossible to physically measure all the various quantities that are com-

puted by the mathematical model. Thus, complete and comprehensive validation of the vadose

zone processes must be considered feasible ortly in the distant fiature. Within the context of the

YMP, therefore, validation must be viewed in a more modest sense.

With this modest go_ in mind, the task of validation may proceed along two mutuaJ.ly com-

plementary lines. The first of these is to design and conduct carefully controlled field and labora-

to,'3, experiments, as is currently being attempted within such ventures as HYDROCOIN,

INTRACOIN and INTRAVAL. Even at best, these experiments will be severely limited in scope

ira regard to our time scale of predictive interest, namely, 10,000 yr'.

Considering the limitations of the conventional approach of direct validation of mathemati-

cal models through experiments, it is usetZd to explore alternate perceptions of validation in rela-

tion to YMP. In this connection it is appropriate to consider validation in the sense of rnathemati-

call2,,simulating the hydmgeochcmical evolution of the Yucca Mountain and its environs over the

past I(X),(X._)yr or more. This type of validation will necessarily be a semi-quantitative exercise,

However, it will attempt to integrate hydrology, geochemistry and climatology to draw broad
a.,

i_atcrc.r_c.csab<_utfluid llow as well as chemical transport. These inferences may provide a pcr..

s;pective on the potential behavior of the Yucca Mountain system over the next 10,(X)0yr which

may not be attainable with the conventional validation ventures. This task of validation
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significantly overlaps tile task discussed earlier in Section 3.3.1, Long Term Evolution of the

Yucca Mountain System.

3.3.11 Model DeveEopment and Extension

As part of the NNWSI and the YMP, considerable efforts have been expended over the past

decade to review, compile, verify and validate mathematical models which are likely to be used

in the performance assessment of the Yucca Mountain. These efforts appear to have been

motivated by an underlying notion that the PA venture will rely principally on existing

mathematical tools, already available in the literature. There is merit to this perception because of

the severe limitations of time and the voluminous computations that need to be carded out. Exist-

ing computational technology must surely form the backbone of the main computational infras-

tructure of YMP,

The many conceptual studies that have so far been carried out as part of NNWSI and YIvIP

have indicated that the highly unsaturated, heterogeneous, fine-grained rock system within the

Yucca Mountain introduces computational complexities that are not taken into account in general

purpose computational algorithms already developed :,'. the literature. There is a critical need to

expend a reasonable effort to modify and extend existing mathematical models to render them

capable of addressing the special features of the Yucca Mountain system.

Perhaps the most distinct feature of the Yucca Mountain system in this regard is its hetero-

geneity in the context of unsaturated tlow. Basic principles of laminar flow (which is normally

assumed to be representative of moisture movement in the vadose zone) suggest that the macros-

copic pattern of water movement in such a system will be characterized by pronounced conver-

gences m_ddivergences of flow lines. The moving fluid encounters varying degrees of resistance

'along each llow path, depending both on the permeability ot' the materials encountered along the

ltow path as well as on geometry of the flow tubes as controlled by the convergences and the

divergences. Because the flow resistance along each flow tube is a lunction oi" flow geometry, tim

patterns of llow resistance will change with the pattern o1"flow. lt is reasonable to expect that the

• tlow pattern existing at any given instant in time will reflect an optimal distribution of resistances

as determined by the geometry of the Ilow pattern. Therefore, the fundamental goal of numerical

modeling of the Yucca Mountain system should therel'ore be an accurate evaluation ot this flow

_ geometry. This statement applies to tluid flow as well as to transl:xm, because fluid llow and tran-

sport are governed by similar llow laws, namely, the laws oi' Darcy, Frick and Fourier.
v,



Although it is apparent that deciphering the flow geometry is a critical task of modeling the

Yucca Mountain system, the conventional mathematical models so far used to analyze tlm system

do not focus attention on this critical aspect. A majority (if not all) of the models used for "

analysis (models based on finite difference and finite element approaches) devote attention to

approximating spatial gradients of potentials and concentration using as fine a grid as is practi-

cally feasible. The serious shortcoming of this traditional philosophy is that the accuracy oi the_

approximations is seriously dependent on flow geometry. In order to ensure accuracy as well as

verifiability of the solution, one has to use an arbitrarily fine discretization to be successful with

these traditional models. In systems with ubiquitous small-scale heterogeneities (fractures,

lenses) the required fineness of discretization may be unattainable lhr even two-dimensional

problems at the present time,

Considering the limitations of the traditional models, there is suflicient motivation to extend

or modify the traditional models in such a manner to enable them to focus attention on flow

geometry. To achieve this it will be worthwhile to restate the governing equations of flow and

transport by incorporating the flow geometry within these equations, lt is reasonable to expect

that such equations may lead to algorithms that are very appropriate to achieving the goals of

YMP, both in regard to computational efficiency and in regard to verifiability.

3.3.12 Predictive Calculations

The ultimate goal of the PA effort is to generate calculations that will be incmlx)rated into

the licensing application. The successful accomplishment of this end entails the successful com-

pletion of two steps'

® the choice of a set of carefully chosen mathematical models, and

• the identification of appropriate scenarios and input parameters.

At the present state of the YMP it appears as though this task of predictive calculation must

lag a little behind the other tasks, Although the curremly available mathematical models will pro-

vide the broad computational infrastructure, it will be worthwhile to invest some effort into

model extension and modification before embarking on the final predictive calculations,

Although the regulator 3' approach places a good deal of emphasis on predictive calculations

based on ambient flow conditions, there is strong reason to believe that the ambient system will

bc markedly perturbed by, the the thermal activity of the waste packages as well as by the large

disturbances introduced by the underground mine openings and the ventilati(m systems,
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Therefore, it will be far more realistic to investigate the long-term behavior of the system by giv-

ing consideration to expected postoperational perturbations than to rely exclusively on ambient
¢

conditions, At the present time we have very little knowledge of the possible postoperational sys-

tem behavior to provide meaningful input for the predictive calculations.w

3.3.113 On-line Validation of Models and Monitoring

Within the overall framework of YMP, the license approval process is but one of the major

milestones. Because of the unusual complexity to characterize the natural system and because of

the long time scale of prediction, the rationale of YMP includes open ends to account for unfore-

seen failures. Such incorporation of redundancies arid open ends is part of the philosophy of any

major project.

lt is apparent that the licensing decision must be made on the basis of available data on

ambient conditions and largely estimated information on system perturbations introduced by the

construction and operation of the repository, lt is inherently impossible to have concrete data on

system perturbation until after the repository is constructed. Thus, the licensing decision will be

based upon best judgement of system behavior, subject to the requirement that the system will be

carefully monitored over the following several decades. During these decades, the system will be

accessible to remediation measures and even removal of the wastes should unforeseen failures

occur. This open-endedness is a particularly favorable aspect of YMP and provides strong backup

support tbr the licensing decision.

If successfully implemented, monitoring of the system during the construction and opera-

tion of the repository will provide a data base that will probably be unmatched in any comparable

project; wc currently know of no engineered system that can boast of a reliable data base even for

-- a decade. The nature of the wastes and the fluid flow system within the mountain are such that

system failure may not be catastrophic and that remediation could be implemented over a

sufficient period o1 time. Finally, should new technologies become available within the coming

decades that would reintorce the natural barrier within the mountain (e.g., introduction of biologi-

cal mtardants into the system), such technologies can be advantageously used within the moun-

tain.

, The final task in PA venture is thus to design a monitoring system that will evolve with lhc

: project and will continue to be operational well into lhc postclosure period. This task too, .just as

- tt_e task oi-1predictive calculations, will have I.o be initiated after the completion of other tasks

= which provide the necessary input for designing the monitoring system.
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During the active phase of the repository, the monitoring activities will be supplemented by

ongoing validation activities. Ideally, the validation activities will lead to reliable, weil-calibrated

rnodels that will help define the final site-closure plan, _"

,i "_t

3.4 Sequencing of I asks

In the light of the foregoing discussions, we may attempt a broad prioritizatton of tasks into

three phases, The specific content of each task will need to be worked out in detail along lines

suggested under the discussions on issties and on tasks needed for issue resolution.

Phase I Hydrogeochemical evolution over recent geological past

Nature ot' evaporative regime

Lat_ratory and tield experimentation

Evaluation of essential processes of fluid flow and transport

Verification and validation of models

Model development and extension

Phase 2 Flow in heterogeneous unsaturated systems

System perturbation because of repository construction and operation

Interaction of tluids and waste package

-3

Phase 3 Dc,tailed predictive calculations

Design oi' morfitoring system
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4.0 A SUMMARY OF FINDINGS: 1983-1989

Thus far the focus of our unsaturated flow project with SNL has been on understanding the

mechanisms and on modeling the hydrological processes in partially saturated, fractured, porous

tuff at Yucca Mountain. We started with a spatial resolution in the submillimeter range for the

discrete fractures and extended consideration to kilometer scale for an east-west crosssection of

Yucca Mountain. The time scale of interest ranged from minutes for the desaturation of fractures

to thousands of years for infiltration through the partially saturated zones, "llae objective of per-

fonnance assessment of the hydrological processes at Yucca Mountain is to predict the three-

dimensional responses of the whole system from the repository to the accessible environment

over thousands of years. Starting with the small scale, this project has gradually evolved to the

large scale which is of ultimate interest for perforrnance assessment. The broad pattern of this

evolution can be summarized as shown in Figure 4-1.

4.1 1983: Conceptual Model for Moisture Movemnent in Fractured, Porous Tuff

During 1983, the first year, we focused on the development of a conceptual model to under-

stand the hydrological mechanisms governing fluid flow in a partially saturated, fractured porous

medium. The Topopah Spring welded tuff formation is highly fractured with tuff matrix blocks

oi' sub-me, ter sizes surrounded by discrete fractures. The main question we addressed was

whether water moves in the fractures or in the matrix under partially saturated conditions. This is

one of the most important hydrological questions in determining the flow pattern and travel time

through fractured, porous units. This single question will remain as one of the key issues to be

resolved and quantified throughout the course of YMP investigations.

4.1.1 Capillary Mechanism: Preferential Saturation of Fine Pores

We recognize from the onset of this project that fractures with large apert.ures will drain

- relatively easily and water is likely to remain in the matrix. This intuition stems from the

kn(_wledge that large Ix)res can not sustain large capillary suction forces, In a heterogeneous sys-
lh

tem where sand and clay coexist, the sand with large pores can be easily drained and the clay will

remain wetter than the s_md under partially saturated conditions. This can be readily explained

by the nature of the capillary mechanism. When we insert a capillary tube into a beaker of water,

the height of water rise along the capillary tubx; is inversely proportional to the radius of the tube.
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A dry towel with fine texture can soak up more water than a rag with coarse pores, With capil-

lary theory, we anticipate that the larger pores will desaturate more easily than smaller pores. If

" this simple capillary model is valid, we can easily infer that fractures in a fracturel, i porous

medium will tend to rer,_ain dry under partially saturated conditions and the liquid water is held

by capillarity in the finer pores of the matrix.

Before we describe the response of fractured tuff with capillary theory, we must point out

that the capillary mechanism has a limited range of v',didity. If the radius of the capillary tube, or

the aperture of the parallel plate fracture is large, the radit:s of curvature of the meniscus will be

infinite and the capillary effect will be negligible. From the surface tension of liquid water, the

maximum capillary size is estimated to be approximately 0,4 mm. For fracture aperture and

macropore radius greater than this size, a capillary-based conc eptuaJ model is not valid. In capil-

lary theor3', we ignore the srnall fraction of water molecules adsorbed by the mlid wall above the

meniscus. The slow movement of adsorbed water outside the liquid region may be important in

extremely dr3.' conditions. The capillary.' limit and adsorptive mechanism are two hydrological

issues which may be important for studying the validity of capillarity-based conceptual model.

4.1.2 Natural Fracture Model" Importance of Wall Roughness

In quantifying the capillary mechanism in fractured tuff, we recognize that the parallel-plate

model frequently used in saturated fracture flow studies is too crude and simplistic to represent

natural fractures under partially saturated conditions In a highly fractured for[nation such as tl_e

Topopah Spring welded tuff unit, the fracture.s divide the tuff matrix into blocks surrounded and

bounded on ',di sides by the fractures. If the fractures are represented by par,_llel plates, then the

fractures ,a ill either be completely filled with liquid water or be completely drained. Liquid water

wiIA_inthe porous blocks, isolated by the drained fractures, canno_ flow from one matrix block to

another. With parallel-plate fractures, liquid water in the matrix blocks cannot move and travel

time will effectively be infinite under partia.lly saturated conditions. This is simply too ide_distic a

model for pcrformaJ_ce assessment of flow and transport through a partially saturated, fractured

,, lx:_rousfom_ation.

Natural fractures arc characterized by rough surfaces. In fractures at depth under compms-

sional stress, the _alls are pressed together, with a finite fraction of fracture surfac.es in contact,

,,m-h ce,ntacts }_ine known as asperities. The aperture of a fracture will likely be smaller near the

as r,,er_tiesand larger in the open channels within the fracture plane. As a fracture desalt, rates, the
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open region with larger apertures will be drained easily and liquid water will remain as pendular

islands around the contact areas. The wetted regions centered around the contact areas provide

the bridges for liquid water to flow across the fracture plane from one matrix block to its neigh-

boring matrix blocks. Two schematic figures are used to illustrate the flow pattern and fluid dis-

tribution in a fractured porous medium. Figure 4-2 is in a cross section cut normal to the fracture

plane showing the .pores in matrix blocks and fractures with spatially varying apertures. Figure

4-3 looks down on a fracture, surface showing the distribution of contact areas and fluid

configurations. With portions of fractures dry, liquid will tend to flow across fractures from one

matrix, block to another instead of flowing along the fractures. One may expect the flow lines to

circumvent dry portions of the fractures as illustrated in Figure 4-2. As a fracture desaturates, the

liquid phase configuration will change from continuous phase at high saturation to discontinuous

phase at low saturation with liquid forming rings around contact areas. With the idealized array

of contact areas in Figure 4-3, a sharp cutoff transition will separate the continuous liquid phase

conIiguration from the discontinuous configuration.

Capillary theory, together with the rough fracture model, forms the basis of our conceptual

me,del for a fractured porous medium under partially saturated conditio,.s.

4.1.3 Aperture Distribution: Approach to Quantify a Rough Fracture

Mathematiczdly, a rough fracture may be characterized by an aperture distribution function.

Wc have derived relationships for fracture saturation, fracture permeability, and fraction of wet

fracture surface as functions of fluid pressure., in terms of integrals over the aperture distribution

function. The general relationships can be used with any aperture measurement and distribution

fu_ction. The detailed derivations and results to quantify the conceptual model are given in our

ftr'st re_rt (Wang and Narasimhan, 1984) and an archival paper (Wang aJld Narasiml_an, 1985).

For one simple aperture distribut:ion function, the g_trnma distribution, we integrated explicitly to

obtain algebraic relationships for the fracture characteristic curves.

The gamma distribution function, n(b,,_)=:132boe_'°, has only one parameter 13to describe

lhc v_tri;_tionoi al_crturc bo of a fracture under zero stress. Under zero stress, the fracture surfaces ,,

arc i_ point contact and the contact area is zero. In practice, n(bo) can be measured by scanning
.4

tlac ¢_pcnfracture surfaces and tracing the roughness profiles. The mismatch between the rough-

_acs._prolilcs t.'_'Iwecn two surfaces yields the aperture distribution function, To this date, very lit-

tic, d,_ta have been available to quantify t2ae aperture distribution function tor lractures in Yucca
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Mountain tuff. The simplicity of the gamma distribution function and e_'_ecially the fact that

there is only one parameter to quantify were on our minds when we chose it as the basis for

" detailed study. An added reason was that the limited analysis available at that time from a French

study of natural granite fractures by Gentier (1986) indicated that n(bo) takes on a skewed shape,
_p

with long tails toward large apertures (Tsang, 1984). The gamma distribution can fit these aper-

ture measurements weil.

We should emphasize that we did not use granite data to represent tuff fractures. We used

the gamma distribution function only to represent the functional fovrn of the aperture distribution.

Without actual aperture measurements on fractures in tuff, we used available fracture spacings

and bulk permeability of tuff to inversely determine the 13paramett_rs. The assumptions and pro-

cedures used to determine _ parameters from available tuff data were discussed in our first report.

Ali the parameters used in our simulations were derived from available tuff data and no other

parameter values were assumed or adjusted in the tuff fracture desaturation curves.

At Yucca Mountain, there are two nearly vertical fracture, sets: one strikes roughly north-

northwest, and the other, north-northeast. Fracture inclination data from borehole USW-G4

(Spengler and Chornack, 1984) also indicate the presence of a minor, nearly horizontal fracture

set. The fracture distribution functions derived for the vertical sets (assumed to have equal

parameters) and the horizontal set are plotted in Figure 4-4, with distribution parameters derived

from Topopah Spring welded tuff data. The distribution functions are norxnalized, with the areas

under the curves set equal to unity. Both vertical and horizontal fractures have hydraulic aper-

tures in the sub-millimeter range according to these indirectly derived aperture distribution func-

tions.

4.1.4 Flow Across Fractures: Importance of Effective Flow Area

For fractures underground, we expect that a fraction of the apertures will be closed under

stress. We do not have data for the fraction of in situ contact area. However, borehole USW-G4

core analyses indicate that about 12% of the fracture surfaces have coatings of zeolite, clay, and

,, calcite which are likely minerals precipitated from water. We made an assumption that the frac-

ture coatings of 12% con'espond to the fraction of in situ contact area. We assume that contact
m.

areas remain wetted for'a long time and allow hydrochemical alterations to occur in contact areas

for the coatings to form. This assumption to relate fracture coatings with fracture contacts

remains to bc checked for consistency against other goechemical and geomechanical data. We
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believe that the evolution of fracture coatings can shed light toward a better understanding of the

long-term processes relating mechanical deformation and stability, chemical dissolution and pre-

" cipitation, and hydrological flow and transport in fl'actured, porous tuff under partially saturated

conditions.

If both the matrix blocks and the fractures are fully saturated 'with liquid water, the whole

fracture-matrix interface will be available for water to llow from the matrix into the fracture and

vice versa. As the fractures drain, only a fraction of the area in the fracture surfaces will enable

flow from one matrix block to another block across fracture. Figure 4-5 shows that the effective

fracture..matrix flow area at fracture-matrix interfaces decreases and quickly approaches the limit-

ing contact area fraction of 12% as the pressure head decreases. With liquid flow from one

n'latrix block to another restricted to cross the interfaces through reduced areas, the flow lines will

converge toward, then diverge away from contact areas. Therefore, flow paths will be more tortu-

ous in a partially saturated, fractured porous medium. 'l"he pressure dependence of effective

fracture-matrix area is not taken into account in conventional numerical models. We incorporate

this effective area dependence into the TRUST code (Narasimhan et al., 1978) to properly simu-

late the flow in fractured tuff systems.

4,1.5 Transport Properties of Fractured Tuff: Derivation of Functional Relations

The relation between water saturation and pressure head and the relation between permea-

bility and pressure head are two physical f_nctions that are essentially required for modeling

water movement in the fractured tuff. Using the gamma function for aperture distribution, and

using principles of capillary theory, we have derived expressions from these flmctional relation-

ships. Figure 4-6 compares the fracture characteristic curves with the tuff matrix characteristic

cur_,e of saturation versus head for the Topopah Spring welded unit. The tuff matrix curve was

provided by SNL from laboratory measurement of a representative core sample (Peters et al.,

1984). The thermocouple psychrometer matrix data were fitted with the equation suggested by

van Genuchtcn (1980). Figure 4-6 shows that the lractures will desaturate easily with a small

. suction of-4). 1 m. The saturation in the matrix will remain high. If the in situ matrix saturation

in To.pah Spring welded unit is 0.8, then the negative pressure head in this unit is over-I00 m,

" With such a large suction, the fracture saturation:: will be essentially zero.

The relations between effective permeability and pressure head are shown in Figure 4-7

which show,,_thal the fracture penneabilities arc very sensitive to suction, If fully, saturated, the
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Figure 4-6 Saturation versus pressure head for a rough-walled fracture.
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permeability of each discrete fracture is eight orders of magnitudes greater than the matrix per-

meability, With small _ctions in the range of-0,1 to .-10 m, the discrete fracture permeabilities

" decrease drastically. The matrix pemaeabiltty decreases much more gently as the pressure head

becomes more negative, Near fully saturated conditions, the fractures will control the fluid flow,

As dcsaturation proceeds and the fracture pem_eabtlity of each discrete fracture becomes less than

the matrix permeability, the matrix will control the flow, With in situ suction of over -100 m,

fracture flow diminishes and matrix flow dominates, The drastic change of the role played by the

fractures as the active main conduits for flow and transport in saturated conditions to become pas-

sive dry pores in unsaturated conditions is the most important result arising from our conceptual

model. If the role reversal between fracture flow and matrix flow does not occur under ambient

partially saturated conditions, then the highly fractured tuff unit will transmit liquid water very

quickly through the connected fracture networks and the travel time will be very short, Substan-

tiating our finding for the role reversal between fracture flow and matrix flow is crucial for the

performance assessment of the partially saturated flow field at Yucca Mountain,

4.2 1984: Drainage Responses of a Fractured Tuff Column: Dynamic Interaction between

Discrete Fractures and Porous Matrix

With the development of a conceptual model based on capillary theory and aperture distri-

bution of rough-walled fractures, we used the fracture characteristic curves derived in 1983 to

study the detailed responses of a fractured, porous tuff column, taking explicitly into account the

vertical and horizontal fractures and tuff matrix blocks, Our finding that fracture pressure and

matrix pressure are approximately equal at_er the column is drained provides a rational basis for

the development of a composite medium model at SNL by Peters and Klavetter (1988), In addi-

tion, the dominance of liquid flow in the matrix, together with the findings by Pruess et al. (1985)

thai gas tlow occurs mainly through the fractures has provided incentive for the concurrent

development of a muir.i-phase composile medium model. This model is known as an effective

medium model. Detailed studies with discrete fractt_res are v',duable for better understanding of

syslcm t_,t_zlvior._and for developing useful approximationg for large-scale analyses,
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4.2.1 Fracture Description: Adaptation of Field Data

To construct the detailed model representing the Topopah Spring welded tuff trait, we first
v

analyzed available data on fracture orientation and spacing from borehole USW-G4 (Spengler

and Chomack, 1984). By grouping the fractures as either' nearly vertical or nearly horizontal

according to their dip inclinations, and using the geological observations that there are two nearly

vertical fracture sets (Scott et al,, 1982), we determined the average spacings of the fracture sets

as shown in Figure 4-8, We assumed that the two nearly vertical sets had equal spacing and that

they contributed equally to the equivalent fracture continuum permeability (cube of aperture

divided by spacing).

Without the direct availability of data for the equivalent fracture continuum permeability in

1984, we deduced the equivalent permeability value from well testing in weil J-13 (Thordarson,

1983). Well J-13 is located in a low-standing structural block east of Yucca Mountain with part

of Topopah Spring welded tuff unit below the water table, lt is assumed that the water pumped

out during testing had moved through a connected network of fractures which provide effective

pathways tbr ttuid movement under saturated conditions, We also assumed that equivalent frac-

ture continuum permeability was isotropic. Ali these simplying assumptions about the fracture

network can be relaxed easily when additional and more detailed field data become available. In

the course of this project, we have indeed continuously updated our models as more realistic data

were provided by SNL and incorporated them into the later simulations. The procedures outlined

in our first report on fracture network analyses are straight forward and can be easily generalized

to detemqirac anisotropic fracture spacings and non-parallelepiped blocks from more data on

anisotropic equivalent continuum pcrmeability tensors.-

4.2.2 Discrete Fracture - Porous Matrix Model

With the spacings of the fracture sets and the sizes of the tuff matrix blocks determined, we

constructed a small model to simulate vertical drainage of a fractured tuff column (Figure 4-8),

Two horizontal fractures, nom_al to the direction of general tlow, are explicitly simulated. Ota the

local :_cale, lateral flow is allowed between the vertical fracture and the matrix blocks, The hor-
_

izontal cross section of a matrix block is further partitioned into six nested elements and the verti-

cal cross _ction of each block is sliced into nine sections. The grid elements are small near the

fractures and large toward the middle of the matrix block. The partition of horizontal nested ele-

ments is sirr_iliar to that used in the multiple interacting continuum idealization (MINC) (Pruess
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and Narasimhan, 1985). Such a nested grid allows the simulation of convergent flow fl'om the

fractures into the matrix block and divergent flow from the matrix block into the fractures with

relatively few elements if we are interested mainly on the fracture-matrix interflows and not con-

cemed with the detailed flow field near the diagonals within the matrix block. The nested ele-

ments also take properly into account the geometrical configuration with each horizontal cross

section of a matrix block SmTOundedby fractures on ali four sides. The usual semi-analytic treat-

ments of fracture-matrix flow with one-dimensional approximations do not properly account for

the multiple-side effects. In the simulations, we did not group the matrix elements from different

blocks at different elevations together. The two horizontal fractures and the three matrix blocks

within each vertical column are explicitly simulated. In this respect, we did not carry out the

simulation in the multiple interacting continuum grouping approximation and account for the

effects of discrete fractures in detail.

4.2.3 Tool of Analysis: The TRUST Code

In 1984, we modified the TRUST code to allow the available area for flow across the

fracture-matrix interfaces to be determined by the fi'acture saturations. At the lunit that the frac-

tures are completely desaturated, the available area is the contact area between adjacent blocks

fbr matrix flow from one block to the next. The outermost matrix node for one block is con-

nected to the fracture and is not directly connected to the matrix node in the next block in the

simulations, lt is important to note that fracture permeabilities are intrinsically defined only

along the fracture planes. Normal to the fracture matrix interfaces, the fractures will not intro-

duce any resistance under both the saturated conditions and trader partially saturated conditions

with flow through finite wetted areas around contact points. With the integrated finite difference

method (Narasimhan amd Witherspoon, 1976) in the TRLIST code, this can be easily taken into

account by setting the distances from the fracture nodes to the fracture-matrix interlaces to zero

so that normal flow from matrix blocks to fractures is controlled by matrix permeability, We

point out this detail in the simulation becau_ the conventional finite difference and finite element

codes do not usually take this intrinsic anisotropy of fracture permeability into account. If the
lt i

proper treatment of t'racture permeability is not taken into account, the zero permeability oi' the

fraclure elements under completely desaturated conditions will block the flow from one matrix l_

Tblock to the next. Physically, we expect that flow will cross one matrix block to another maUix

block through the finite contact areas,
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In 1984, we used the usual harmomc mean approximation to determine the conductances at

the element interfaces from permeability values of neighboring nodes weighted by the distances

" from the node center to the interfaces. If we use the geometry-imbedded Darcy's law

(Narasimhan,. 1985), we can probably reduce further the number of nested elements from six to
P

one or two for each horizontal matrix block cross section and similiarly for the vertical grids.

The development of geometry-imbedded path-integration modeling techniques can increase the

efficiency and accuracy of modeling discrete fracture-porous matrix systems. This is a promising

task to be investigated further.

4,2.4 Major Findings: Flow Dominance by Matrix,

We simulate the transient changes in the fractured tuff column from initial fully saturated

condition to final partially saturated condition. Ir.itiaUy the column is filled with water with pres-

sure determined by hydrostatic equilibrium, The hydraulic head is everywhere zero and fluid is

stationary. At time t = 0+, a negative suction head is applied to the lower boundary to induce

drainage and transient changes in the fluid flow field throughout the fractured, porous tuff

column. The boundaD, suction head is over -1(_3 m which corresponds to a final ambient matrix

saturation of S = 0.8.

The transient pressure drops at different locations in the column are shown in Figure 4-9 for

three ca.._s. We studied five cases for flow in the column: (1) a fractured, porous tuff matrix

colurnn with the phai-constriction factor, 1:(Wang and Narasimhan, 1984) taken into account for

the discrete fractures (1 <_1:(h) _<1): (2) a fractured, porous column without the phase-constriction

factor (z= 1); (3) a matrix column without fractures; (4) , discrete fracture column without

matrix and with 1: factor; and (5) a discrete fracture column without matrix and without '_factor.

The locations of interest are the middle of the matrix block (point A), the middle of the vertical

fracture (point B), the middle of the upper fracture (point C), and the middle of the lower hor-

izomal fracture (,rx_intD t, as shown in the inserts of the plots.

Tiae pressure drops for the first three cases at different locations in Figure 4-9 are essentially

" the szmle after zm initizd desaturation period of 10-" years. Within this short period, the onset of

frac_,Jre desaturation depends on whether the phase.constriction factor is taken into account msshown in the small differences between the top two plots m Figure. 4-9. As pressures become

negative Iollt)o,4ng initial desaturations, the pressure changes are controlled mainly by the matrix.

.4t the s;.gne elevation, t/lc matrix pressure at point A and ta_evertical fracture pressure al point B
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are approximately the same. The lower fracture, point D, is closer lo the suction boundary and

has more negative pressure than the higher elevation points. The simulation results involving

, only matrix in the third plot in Figure. 4-9 are nearly identical to the results with discrete fractures

simulated, lt is clear, therefore, that pressure changes can be simulated with matrix properties

only, if the transition from saturated conditions to unsaturated conditions is not of interest. We

also simulate the changes in the fractured column without the matrix (case 4 and case 5) and

obtain very unrealistic results to iUustrate the importance of porous matrix blocks as flow chan-

nels for fluid to change pressure (Wang and Narasimhan, 1985).

Associated with the pressure drops, the fracture saturations drop abruptly at early times.

The matrix changes more slowly from the initial fully saturated condition of S = 1 to the final

ambtent saturation of S = 0.8. These changes are ob_rved in the simulated results. They can

also be deduced from the characteristic curves in Figure 4-6. The permeability changes confirm

the role reversal between fracture flow at saturated condition and matrix flow after the dcsatura-

tions. The effective fracture-matrix flow area changes abruptly from 100% at full saturation to

12%, the contact area fraction. The simulated results suggest that the ambient flow field is

through the matrix blocks, the fractures are dry, and the flow lines are distorted in crossing from

one matrix block to the next matrix block through fracture contact areas.

In addition to pressure, saturation, permeability, and effective fracture-matrix area changes,

we also calculate the Darcy velocity versus time at different locations. With the dependence on

both permeability and pressure gradient, the Darcy velocity changes are very se_sitive to the

details of fracture-flow characteristics. Before the fractures completely desaturate, we have the

llows along the fractures change from initially static condition, to large flows associated with fast

fracture drainage, to abrupt flow stoppage as the fractures lose the water within the small fracture

volume. The fracture-matrix flows are. also sensitive to fracture characteristics. Figure 4-10 illus-

trates the changes in Darcy velocities across the fracture-matrix interfaces at the midpoints of

fractures. Before the fractures desaturate, the fluid in the matrix flows toward the fractures to

supply the fluid in the tractures which is drained rapidly by the suction. At the saturated-

, dcsaturated transition, these fracture-matrix flows change drastically. After the transition, the

fluid mainly moves vertically from upper matrix blocks, across horizontal fractures, into lower

matrix blocks. The horizontal flow also reveres direction from an initial matrix-to-fracture flow

to a small but significant fracture-to-matrix flow. After the transition, the fractures no longer

trans_t _u_u at_u t_.,,,,,. ,, F................................ _ _:ntJr¢:eto feed the matrix blocks as

they drain, o
-_=_
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After the fractures desaturate, the Darcy velocities from one matrix block across the fracture

into the next matrix block are essentially the same as those calculated by a matrix-only model, as

" illustrated in ca_ 3, Figure, 4-10 for a tuff matrix column without fractures. The agreement

among the velocities irl cases 1, 2, and 3 strongly indicates that the fluid flow field of a partially

saturated, porous formation can be simulated without taking fractures into account, if the transi-

tion region fiom saturated to unsaturated condition is not of concern.

In quasi steady-state flow, although the dry fractures limit the available areas for flow to

cross from one matrix block to another matrix block, the total flux through the fractured column

is insensitive to local distortion near the fracture-matrix interfaces. In the 1984 study, we did not

simulate the fluid flow field in the scale of individual fracture contacts. The effects of the small-

scale heterogeneity are, taken into account by the statistical average procedures used in deriving

the relative permeabilities and effective fracture-matrix flow areas, Although the total quasi-

steady tlow is not sensitive to the flow path distortion through the fracture-matrix interfaces, the

particle velocity field and the solute transport are expected to be affected by the reduction of

fracture-matrix flow areas. We proposed in 1984 to perform explicit simulation of fluid flow field

in the scale of individual contact areas to quantify the distortions of particle movements. We

have since been diverting our focus to the extension into the study of larger spatial scale for out'

simulations instead of amplification of smaller regions around individual contact area at fracture-

matrix interfaces. We should return to this fundamental process at a small scale to achieve a

better understanding of the particle movement through fractured, porous tuff systems.

4.2.5 A Useful Corollary: The Composite Model

One of our important findings in I984 was that the matrix pressure and fracture pressure

were approximately the same, This suggests that one may simplify the simulation by considering

only one pressure field. The pressure equilibrium, or more generally thermodynamic equilibrium

to include temperature as well a_spressure, is one of the essential assumptions of the composite

medium-effective continuum models (Peters and Klavetter, 1988; Pruess et al., 1985). With the

* same pressure defined for l'_th the fractures and the porous matrix, one governing equation is

suflicient for a fractured, porous matrix system. In the composite medium..effective continuum
1.

governing equation, the equivalent saturation is expressed as a sum of fracture saturation and

malrix saturation, weighted by continuum porosities. The equivalent permeability is also

expressed similiarly by a weighted sum of' fracture permeability and matrix permeability.

--,
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There is no conceptual difficulty to accept the assumption that the equivalent saturation is a

porosity-weighted sum of fracture saturation and matrix saturation. Saturation is a scalar quantity
j,

which is defined as the ratio of saturated volume to pore volume. The permeability, on the other

hand, is not a scalar, By summing over ,fracture permeability and matrix permeability, the frac-

ture flow channel and the matrix flow channel are intrinsically assumed to be parallel in the com-

posite medium.effective continuum mtxlels. In view of the popularity and usage in benchmark

studies, we have programmed these composite saturation and permeability characteristic func-

tions into the TRUST code. We also used these models later in this project for some of the

large-scale simulations. However, there is a need to check the results of simpler models from

time to time, with the results generated from detailed discrete fracture models. More important,

the assumptions and limits of simpler models must be kept in mind when we use and interpret the

results from these models. For example, the composite model is adequate tbr vertical infiltration

studies if we only consider vertical fracture sets so that both fracture flow and matrix flow are

vertical. For multi-dimensional simulations with potential lateral flows crossing the fractures, it

remains to be determined if composite models are adequate. The development of large scale

models to account for both fractures and porous matrix blocks remains to be an important task for

the studics of a partially saturated flow field of a fractured, porous system.

4.3 1985: Vertical Infiltrations through Welded-Nonwelded Units

In 1985, we extended our models from a short column with a few fractures to a tall column

over 500 m in depth to represent the whole unsaturated zone from ground surface to the water

table. Yucca Mountain consists of' alternating units of welded and nonwelded tuff. The

infiltration of water through these alternating layers were studied under steady and transient con-

ditions. We wanted to determine if spatial heterogeneities associated with welded-nonwelded

interl'aces and temporal variations associated with extreme flooding on the ground surface can

induce significant fractnre flow in the Topopah Spring welded unit, For performance assessment,

the llow vclocity field from the repository in the Topopah Spring welded unit to the water table

determines the GWTT. The onset of significant fracture flow will shorten the GW'lT drastically.

4.3.1 Fracture and Matrix Data and Model: Observational Basis

"I'o construct models representing the welded and nonwelded units, we analyzed the fract_rc

orientation and spacing data l rona borehole USW-.G4 (Spengler and Chomack, 1984) for ali the
/r'lt,-'l i"_ , _ ..... ¢,. • _,_

un!.;a'uratcd units. For the welded units, "l'iva Canyon ('l'(.;w) ancl "l.opopah Spri_g t, aw_, _,,,.t_,,..
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densities are high and fracture spacings are in the sub-meter range. For the nonwelded mails,

Paintbrush (I_l'n), vitric Calico Hill (CHnv), and zeolitic Calico Hill (CHnz), fracture densities

• are low and fracture spacings are in the meter and tens of meter range, lt is generally assumed

that flow of water in the nonwelded units is dominated by matrix, and fractures can be ignored.

Within fracture planes, we assumed that the contact areas were identical to tile areas where

mineral coatings occurred in the fractured cores. The fraction of fracture coatings, predominately

clay, calcite, and zeolite, increases with depth. This is consistent with the closure of fractures

with depth as a result of overburden stress. The equivalent fracture continuum penmeabilities for

the welded and nonwelded units were based on the estimates of Thordarson (1983) and Sirmock

et al. (1984).

For the tuff matrix, we used the characteristic curves of the representative samples chosen

by Peters et al. (1984). There is one particular feature in these matrix data which greatly

influences our modeling results. For the representative TCw, TSw, and CHnz matrix curves,

saturations change slowly with pressure head. Significant desaturation occurs only when the

pressure heads are on the order of -100 m. Saturation of 0.3 or more can be maintained even

with pressure heads in the -1,000 m range. For the representative PTn and CHnv matrix curves,

most of the saturation changes occur over a relatively narrow pressure range around -100 m.

This indicates that the pores in these nonwelded PTn and CHnv representative samples are nearly

uniform in size and the welded or zeolitized samples have relatively wider pore-size distributions.

We will explain some of our results below with this distinction in matrix characteristics.

We used either a discrete fracture-porous medium model or a composite medium model in

the simulations. Belbre we discuss the detailed models, we will briefly review the results from

one-dimensional composite medium simulations. One-dimensional infiltration problems have

been extensively studied, especi_ly the steady-state cases. In a one-dimensional column, we can

represent the different units with nonuniform grids, as illustrated in Figure 4-11. The thicknesses

of the units correspond to the values determined from N3rehole USW-G4 (OnJz et al,, 1984).

, 4.3.2 Estimate of Ambient Infiltration Rate: Observational Constraints

Although the infiltration rate is a given input parameter and controls the sirnulation results,

it has not bean determined by direct measurements, but rather determined inversely by models,

ambicnl saturation, and other characteristic parameters. Especially, the effective matrix conduc-

tivity under partially saturated conditions determines the infiltration rate. The saturated
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conductivity for the TSw matrix is about 1 mm/yr for the representative sample used in our 1985

analyses. Our calculations showed that tor the 0.1-mm/yr case and lot the 0.5-mm/yr case the

• saturation profiles were uniform and the fluid pressure con.slant in the upper part of the TSw unit.

In the range of the constant pressure profile, the pressure gradient is, of course, zero, and the

hydraulic Ix)ten.tiN gradient is unity from the gravity component alone. In the range of the unit

hydraulic gradient, the partially saturated hydrualic conductivity is equal to the Darcy velocity

which is equal to the steady infiltration rate. The solution in the thick TSw unit is essentially

determined by demanding the saturation to attain a uniform value at which the infiltration rate

exactly matches the partially saturated, effective hydraulic conductivity.

The ambient saturation for TSw was estimated by SNL to be 0.8 in 1983 and later reduced

to 0.69 ± 0.15 (Sinnock et al., 1984; Reference Information Base (RIB), 1986). With an ambient

saturation of 0.8 or lower, the modeling results indicate that one can only allow the system to

have 0.1 mm/yr or less water flowing through the system. If one increases the infiltration rate

over 0.1 rnm/yr, the TSw saturation will be higher than the ambient saturation. The ambient

saturation can be easily measured irl the field by weighing analyses of core samples. Net

infiltration rates, on the other hand, cannot be easily and directly measured. We are not aware of

any practical experimental technique to directly measure low infiltration rate under partially

saturated conditions. To reproduce the ambient condition for the saturation, we inversely deter-

mine the infiltration rate of 0.1 mm/yr or less as a reasonable estimate.

Because infiltration simulation is usuNly cast as a boundary value problem with infiltration

rate as an input parameter, there is a tendency for reviewers to ask the simple question as to what

tile effects of infiltration rate changes are. We can indeed create alarmingly fast fracture flows

with infiltration over 1 mrn/yr which seems to be still a very small infiltration rate. However, the

onset of fracture flow is also associated with nearly full saturation in the tuff matrix. At Yucca

Mountain, with water table over 5rX)m deep, tuff units are in partially saturated states and are not

on the verge of becoming fully saturated If we accept the findings that the tuff units are partially

saturated with ambient matrix saturation less than one, and that the matrix characteristic curves

• carl t. measured in the lat'x_ratories with reasonable accuracy, then we can .set a limit on the

inliltration rate, This is an imt'x-_rlantbut subtle issue which is l'requently raised in analyzing the

results,

_=
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4.3.3 Welded.Nonweided Flow Interaction

We should point out that the 1985 results have indicated very low saturation values for the

nonwelded units. The thick TSw unit at Yucca Mountain is bounded above by a PTn unit and

below by a CHn unit. The CHn unit is further divided into an upper vitric subunit and a lower

zeolitic subunit. The relative thicknesses of CHnv and CHnz subunits vary throughout the Yucca

Mountain and the CHnv is very thin at well USW-G4 (4.6 m or 3% of the total CHn thickness,

Ortiz et al,, 1985). The saturation values for PTn and for CHnv do not agree with the ambient

values of 0.56 + 0,17 for PTn (Sinnock et al., 1984), 0.9 for CHnv, and 0,91 :t:0.06 for Cltru,.

CRIB, 1986). These discrepancies were later reevaluated in 1986 by sensitivity studies for the

nonwelded matrix parameters. The PTn and the CHnv units exhibit low saturations because they

possess rather uniform pore-size distribution; because of this, the saturation changes very rapidly

over a narrow pressure range near --100 m. For the 0.1 mm/yr cases the thick TSw unit stablizes

the pressure profile to -150 rh. The thin nonwelded units are essentially desaturated with satura-

tions near the residual saturation values, "lqae thick TSw unit effectively decouples the upper

units from the lower units. The saturation, pressure, and potential profiles in the upper units are

insensitive to profiles in the lower units with or without CHnz below CHnv. The thick TSw unit

d_mapsout boundary effects from both the upper and the lower boundaries. This suggests that we

may approximately decouple the upper studies of the upper units from those of the lower parts.

We used this approximation in _me of the pulse infiltration studies.

4.3.4 Approximate Model for Steady-State Profiles: Elementary Path Integration

For the transient simulations, the initial conditions used are appropriate steady-state condi..

tions. Computationally, the steady-state conditions were obtained by letting the transient process

evolve until changes in conditions are negligibly small. If we can estimate the pressure distribu-

tion weil, we can obtain the steady-state easily. Before we discuss the transient pulse simula-

tions, we will briefly describe a simple and efficient procedure we use to estimate one-

dimensional steady state pressure distribution without using sophisticated numerical codes. For a
q

vertical one-dimensional column with steady-state infiltration flux q everywhere constant, one

can simply integrate explicitly the Darcy's equation,
,¢

q =-K(_)-d7z =-K(_'), dz +1 ,

from a boundary with given elevation z and pressure head _. At the lower water table boundary



z = z0 = 0, we know the pressure head _t = V0 = 0, With pressure known at that elevation, we can

calculate the corresponding conductivity value K(_o), The pressure at the next node Az above

, the boundary can be estimated from AU =-(1 + q/K)Az. We can proceed to calculate the con-

ductivity at _t1= _lto+ A_t, and calculate the pressure head at the next higher node. If Az and A_t
I,

are small enough so that the conductivity value does not change significantly between two neigh-

boring nodes, we can explicitly calculate the pressure profile from the bottom boundary upward

node by node. We have incorporated this simple calculation procedure in a mesh generator pro-

gram as a preprocessor for the TRUST code. We used this procedure in the one-dimensional

column simulations and also in two-dimensional multi-column simulations in 1986. Simple pro-

cedures such as the one outlined above and the code LLUVIA developed at SNL can be useful

and practical tools for sensitivity and statistical analyses.

4.3.5 Response to Extreme Infiltration Pulses

The purpose of the transient simulations is to study the responses of the fractured, porous

units to extreme infiltration pulses of high rates and short durations. We first focus on the upper

layers in Yucca Mountain. We investigate possible scenarios with short-transient infiltration

pulses having periodic rates much higher than the saturated matrix conductivity. Figure 4-12 is a

discrete fracture-porous matrix model with the PTn unit sandwiched between two 10-m layers of

fractured welded tuff. The discrete model for the welded units contains both vertical fracture

grids and horizontal connections from the vertical fracture.s into the matrix. The PTn unit is

treated as a composite medium.

For simulations involving intiltration pulses, the initial conditions correspond to the

steady-state solution with a constant infiltration source of 0.1 mm/yr on the top TCw node and a

sink of 0.1 mm/yr on the bottom TSw node. The infiltration pulses are applied to the fracture

continuum at the top. The thickness of TCw trait is greater than 10 rn and varies with the topog-
,_,

raphy at Yucca Mountain. At well USW-G4, TCw is approximately 30 m thick. By modeling

only the lower 10-na section and applying infiltration pulses to the fractures, we assume that the

,, fractures near the surface in the upper part of TCw have apertures larger than the capillary limit

and water can penetrate 20 m of TCw without retention and delay by the tuff matrix. By bypass-

" ing the upper portion of TCw, we also neglect the complex near-surface evaporation-transpiration

and runoff processes. These proces_s determine the percentage of precipitation (1) returning

upward back to the atmosphere, (2) moving laterally away from the mountain, and (31)infiltrating
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downward into the ground. We are primarily interested in the effects of net infiltration into the

TSw and lower unit.,; and the travel time from repository to water table. We assume that the

" water reaching the top of the lower 10-m section of TCw is the net infiltration,

To systematically study this pulse infiltration problem, first we fix the duration of pulse to

0.2 yr, corresponding to an intense rainfall or snow melt period. The pulses are applied periodi-

cally. The periods are cho_n to be 1 yr, 5 yr, 50 yr, 500 yr, and 5,00(.) yr. For the 1-yr pulse, the

intensity of the infiltration is 0.5 mm/yr, which corresponds to 1 yr x 0.1 mm/yr, divided by 0,2

yr. For the 5,000-yr pulse, the intensity of infiltration is 2,500 mm/yr, which corresponds to

5,000 yr x 0.1 mm/yr, divided by 0.2 yr. For the case with 5,000-yr pulse, all the infiltration in

5,000 yr is applied to the system within 0.2 yr. After 0.2 yr, the infiltration rate is zero until the

start of the next infiltration pulse, 4999.8 yr later. The average infiltration rate over any 5,000-yr

period is the same as the constant infiltration rate of the initial steady-state condition.

For the mild and frequent pulses (1 yr, 5 yr, and 50 yr), the matrix was found to always

remain partially saturated and the fractures essentially dry. The effects of the pulses are com-

pletely damped out in TCw. These results are consistent with the findings of Travis et al. (1984)

that a slug of water moving through fractures with apertures as small as 0.1 mm will be unable to

penetrate more than a few meters, at most, through fractured welded tuff with matrix saturations

as high as 0.9. Repeated pulsing does not change the capacity of the partially saturated matrix of

TCw to absorb all the pulsed water by capillarity. Even for a 50-yr pulse with more than 10

cycles of repeat pulsing, the transient changes are limited within TCw and the matrix remains

partially saturated.

For the 500-yr pulse, the intensity of the infiltration pulse (250 mm/yr for 0.2 yr) is high

enough to saturate the top 2 m of TCw. Figure 4-13 illustrates the horizontal saturation profiles

within the topmost matrix block of TCw. The pulse is applied to vertical fractures surrounding

the four sides of the matrix block.

At time t = 0, the first (topmost) discrete fracture continuum node starts to receive all the

water at a rate corresponding to 25(1 mm/yr infiltration per unit surt'ace area. Although the water
@

enters the fracture node first, it does not accumulate in the fractures which remain partially

saturated. The water is quickly drawn into the matrix by capillarity and distributed nearly evenly
Ii

throughout the matrix block, which is simulated with 10 nested nodes. The matrix saturations

near the matrix-.fracture interfaces, 0.085 m (half the vertical fracture spacing of TCw) away from

the matrix block center, are only slightly higher than the matrix saturations in the center of the
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matrix block. At t = 0.08 yr, the matrix block becomes fully saturated (S = 1). The total amount

of water irffiltrated from t = 0 to t = 0.08 yr is approximately equal to the initial available pore

spaces, ¢( 1 - S ), in the topmost matrix block. For TCw with porosity of _ = 0.1 and an initial

saturation of S =0.8, the available pore space in the 1-m-thick block will be.. filled in

0.1 x (1 - 0.8) x 1 m divided by 250 mm/yr, or 0,08 yr. As the matrix approaches full saturation

and the negative pressure head approaches zero, the saturation in the fractures increases and water

moves down through fractures to the next fracture node. The process of horizontal wetting of the

second matrix block follows essentially the same faA-suction, even-wetting behavior of the first

matrix block shown in Figure 4-13. Because we can calculate the times required for each block

to become fully saturated by the available pore volume and the intensity of pulse without detailed

calculations of the horizontal wetting and vertical sharp wetting front movements, the pulse cal-

culations can be greatly simplified as described by Wang and Narasimhan (1986).

The resulLs for the first cycle for a 500-yr pulse showed that changes in saturation, pressure,

potential, conductivity, and Darcy velocity occur mainly in the 10-m section in TCw. Full satura-

tion occurs only in the upper part of TCw during the infiltration period. The pulse effects

penetrate slightly into the upper part of PTn but do not reach TSw. Effects of a second cycle are
z

similiar to those of the first cycle. For a 5,000..yr pulse, the 10-m section of TCw is completely

saturated during the infiltration period. After infiltration of 2,500 mrn/yr over 0.2 yr, the

infiltrating water moves through PTn and reaches TSw in about 1,900 yr. Even for this large

pulse, lYln and TSw remain partially saturated. Because the 5,000-yr pulse effects do reach TSw,

one may question if the lower boundary used in the simulations was perhaps too close to the

I:'Tn-TSw interface. We did ,another set of simulations for the 5,GOO-yrpulse cases using an

extended grid.

In the extended grid (see Figure 4-11), we use the comr_sit,,'-med_um model tc represent ",dl

welded and non,,velded units from the surface to the wate*"table. For the 5,(gX)-yr x 0.l-mm/yr

' pulse cast, an infiltration rate of 2,500 mm/yr is apl:,,,,.d for 0.2 yr to TCw below the fully

saturated interval which has all its available pore space occupied by infiltrated water. The total
z

,, , amount oi water applied to the system in 0.2 yr corresponds to all the infiltration m 5,000 yr. T/:e

- results of the transient profiles of saturation, pressure head, potential, conductivity, and Darcy
=

: velocity for the first 5,rX)0 yr showed that the :..'.oneof full saturation does not penetrate the PTn.

Sim,iliar rcsult._ arc obtained for additional cycles of pul_ infilIration. The damping of the pulse

and fl_epenetration of the transient effecLs for this composite-me_._ium, all-unit simulation agrees

with the earlier discr_:te-fracture, upper-unit results with finer mt shes. The effects of the pulsing.,?
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reach the top of TSw in about 1,000 yr and penetrate only the upper pa_t of TSw.

Most of the damping of the pulse occurs in PTn. A large 5,000-yr pulse can saturate the

matrix, initiate fracture flow, arid generate complex flow field in TCw. When the transient effects

move into PTn, its large pore volume and highly nonlinear unsaturated characteristics can effec-

tively accommodate and absorb the highly transient and intense water pulses. Only mild pertur-

bations reach TSw. Figure 4-14 illustrates the propagation and damping of the pulse in PTn, The

large mass flux passing through the top TCw-PTn interface at 100 yr is damped out as it moves

down PTn, The mass flux crossing the lower Irl'n-TSw interface into TSw is much smaller in

magnitude and later in time.

4.3,6 Estimate of Lateral Flows

In this extended grid, composite._medium column simulation, we also use a fixed-gradient

approximation to estimate the tx,,tential lateral flow whicta may divert a fraction of infiltration

from the vertical direction along the column. The results in Figure 4..14 includes the effects of

lateral leakage from anisotropic PTn. The usefulness arid limitation of the fixed gradient approxi-

mation are discussed by Wang and Narasimhan (I986). Because we went beyond the single vert-

ical column to more accurately estimate ',he effect of lateral flow in 1986, we will omit further

discusion on the tixed gradient approximation.

4.3.7 Ambient Infiltration: An Estimate

Our 1985 rcsult.s support a conclusion that water flow occurs mainly through the tuff matrix

if the average net inliltration rate is less than the saturated conductivity of the. matrix, Spatial

hetcrogcncities associated u.ith welded.-nonwelded interfaces and temporal variations asmciated

with large infiltration pulses do not chamge the flow field at TSw significantly, The saturated con+

duc'tix.it) of the welded tuff matrix is ve_' smal.T from laborator)' measurements. With small

:,:_luratcd conductivit) in the range oi 1 mm/yr, the net inlilu'ation rate is estimated to be

f),1 rnm./yr or Ius." _ so that the simulated saturations agree with the ambient values of 0.6 to 0.8 for

l+t._cv,cldccl urti_,._..If the onset of fracture flows (x_uld be demonstrated to be unlikely under

ar_+_bicr_tconditic_ns and under extreme flooding events and the dominant flow direction is vertical,

p<:,rl_wn'_t_uca.,,_ssment coultl be easily and convincingly carried out for the partially saturated,

lr:tctured tuff at Yucca Mountaira.
--
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4.4 1986: Distribution of Fluid Neat"a Fault Zone: Possibility of Lateral Flow

In 1986, we extended our models from a single vertical column to a two-dimensional east-
,l

west cross section botmded by vertical fault. Yucca Mountain is approximately 2,000 m wide. A

minor fault, the Ghosl Dance Fault (GDF), inside the proposed repository area, will be a major

hydrological concern if the fault flow is an important transport mechanism. Without experimen-

tal data on the unsaturated characteristics of the fault zone material, we focused our attention in

1986 on the distribution and movement of water in the unsaturated formation near GDF and

assessed the potential for water to overcome capillary forces and exit laterally through the

formation-fault interface. If water can be diverted away from dispersed vertical flow through the

unsaturated formation to concentrated flow through the localized fault zone, the fault zone would

likely constitute the fastest flow path from the repository to the water table. On the other hand,

the absence of significant fault flow and tt_edominance of matrix flow will result in long GWT'I"

through the unsaturated tuff units.

4.4.1 Unsaturated Fault

The distribution of fluid flow in the vadose zone is governed by the balance between the

capillary forces and gravity. The external gravitational force moves the water downward, and the

internal capillary forces hold the water in piace within the pores. The magnitude of capillary

force is inversely proportional to pore size and the heterogeneity oi" rock pore structure controls

distribution and movement of water through partially saturated formations. Within the meter'

scale, we have the heterogeneity with tuff matrix blocks separated by discrete fractures. The

large fracture openings cannot maintain the strong capillary forces required to hold water within

discrete fractures under ambient partially saturated conditions. In the much larger scale covering

the mountain width, we have the faults as the heterogeneous feature.

In modeling the hydrology of Yucca Mountain° it is important to assess the impacts of

faults that traverse the tuff formation. If faults are barriers to flows, faults will partition the sys-

tem into separate hydrologic blocks, and we can focus on the study of flows through the interior

of blocks. If laulk_ are _e main conduits fo_ fluid, then we should focus on the study of fault

flows. Irasaturated s,,'_.:ems, we have a clear distinction between these two possibilities. A closed
jiI,

fault is treated as a no-flow tx.mndary, and an open fault as a constant potential txmndary if it is

connected to a conslar_t-head reservoir. In the latter case, faults may help transport water' from a

far..rernoved source or may help remove water to a deeper sink.
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in partially saturated systems, we may not have such a clear distinction between an open

and a closed fault. Three possibilities can be considered:

• If a fault zone is made up of broken up mass because of brecciation, it might have

, very coarse openings that can be easily drained. If the openings are dry, there is no

fluid to be transported. On the other hand, a dry opening is not a barrier to fluid flow.

If water enters the opening, it will have high pemleability and offer low resistence for
fluid to slide down the walls of large openings (noncapillary flow), Under partially

saturated conditions, an "open" fault becomes a passive boundary which can tran-

sport water if water enters it, but it cannot keep water because there, is only very weak

capillary force to hold water in large openings.

• If a fault is sealed with gouge material and fine-grained materials, it can retain water

and may even attract water with the strong capillary force associated with small open-

ings. On the other hand, small openings have low permeability and cannot be good
conduits for transporting fluid. Under partially saturated conditions, a "closed" fault
becomes a relatively wet zone that passively retains water in nearly static conditions.

• There is a third, remote, possibility that the fault may have a unique combination of
saturated arid unsaturated characteristics. If the fault material can maintain both

strong capillary attractive force and large permeability, then the fault can pull water

away from the formation and transport it quickly away from the system. We cannot

rule out the existence of such a unique combination wherein fault flow would control

the partially saturated hydrology.

4,4.2 How to Model the Fault: The Seepage Face Idealization

There are no data for the faults to clearly distinguish whether faults in tuff formations have

open, closed, or exotic characteristics. In the 1986 study, we did not use material properties to

represent the fault. We treat the fault-formation interface as a seepage boundary, lt is well

known from hillside studies that water will seep out of the formations if the potential at the open

face is lower than the .potential inside the hill. We assume that the fault is so open that capillary

force is zero and the face of the faul_ behaves like a hillside open surface exposed to am_ospheric

pressure. We focus on the interior of the fom_ation to determine whether water can overcome

capillary forces holding water inside the tuff formation. If water does not exit through the fault-

" formation boundary, the seepage boundary is essentially a closed boundary. If water remains

inside tile formations, distribution of Iluid flow will be independent of whether the fault is open or

closed. "lhc only .possibility we do not model is the third possibility, wherein the fault acts as a

strong capillary suction sink as well as a high-pem_eability conduit under parti, ily saturated con-

ditions.
__
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Within the tuff formation, the lateral component of the gravity gradient caused by the tilting

of the units has been proposed as a mechanism to divert water laterally (Montazer and Wilson,
)'

1984; Rulon et aL,, _9,86). The stratigraphic units at Yucca Mountain generally tilt eastward at 5° d
,,, .

to 7° (Scott at_tlBt_.nk_,1984). For an average 6° tilting, the tangent of 6° is 0.1 and the external

driving force along a lateral direction is 10% of gravity. The partially saturated flow movement

is determined by the balance of external force with intemal capillary forces, We expect that a

weak external force associated with the lateral component of gravity will demand a mild readjust-

ment in lateral variation in saturation, capillary pressure head, and potential to allow the capillary

force balances out the external force.

4.4.3 Stratigraphy, Fracture, Matrix Data: An Update

Before we present our results from the two-dimensional cross section models, we briefly

discuss several preliminary steps and the systematic approaches wc adapt in this study. In 1986,

a Reference Information Base (RIB) was developed at SNL. Thomas Lin of SNL provided us

with digitized data for section A-A' from RIB. Section A-A', illustrated in Figure 4-15, is one of

the sections used by Sinnock et al. (1984) in a multi-column unit-gradient vertical-flow stochastic

simulation to study the GWTT distributions. To focus on the impact of the GDF on the two-

dimensional flow behavior in section A-A', we first repeat the single column simulations with

thickne,;ses of the units con'esponding to digitized values at GDF instead of borehole USW-G4 in

our earlier studies. We also update fracture and matrix data according to RIB and other new SNL

reports. For examples, the average fracture orientation and frequency data from five boreholes

(Bauer, 1986) was used instead of the early an_yses with USW-G4 data alone. The main differ-

ence bctwecn the updated results and early analyses is that the J_orizontal fractures are relatively

fewer than Lhc vertical fractures, especially for the weldecl ur_its, For the matrix, the RIB

satur,itcd conductivity values for TSw and CHn matrix are k>wer ,_hancorresponding values in

ear/icr references. With lower saturated conductivity, the calculated saturation in TSw is approx-

" imatcly 5r_.higher than the 1985 result for the same infiltration of 0.1 mm/yr.

Ira thc RIB (1986), the characteristic parameters are not tabulated. We still used the data of

Peters et al. (1984) for these parameters. Until 1986, we had beera focusing attention on under-

standir_g fracture characteristics and relied on SNL to provide matrix characteristics. In 1986, we "f

als(_ started to analyze available matrix data. The comprehensive report by Peters et al. (1984)

: c_n_air_ much data and analyses of laboratory measurements of small intact as well as fractured

tuff core sazr_p]cs. In our 1986 simulations, the matrix characteristic parameters for TSwl, TSw2,
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" Figure 4-15 idealized cross section of Yucca Mountain.



CHnz, and PPw units correspond to the representative samples chosen by Peters et al. (1984).

For PTn and CHnv, we used two other samples with wider pore size distributions which were

also from Peters et al. (1984). These two nonwelded units may have multi-modal pore structure +

as showm in later detailed Frn study by Peters et al. (1987), Recent study by Paul Kaplan indi-

cates that the CHnv unit is very heterogeneous with many subunits of different characteristics.

4.4.4 The Ghost Dance Fault: A Column Profile

With the use of characteristic curves representing wider pore size distributions in our 1986

study, we were able to yield simulated saturation values closer to measured ambient saturations

tbr the nonwelded units as shown in the GDF column results. The evolution of the 1986 results

from the 1985 results represents our conscious efforts to update our data and improve our model

predictions. Ali our model parameters are determined from available data. In 1985 and earlier,

we had the wrong impression that the nonwelded units are porous and homogeneous. The predic-

,ns of low saturations in nonwelded units using matrix characteristic curves with narrow pore

size distribution bothered us. In 1986, new studies and observations suggested that the

nonwelded units are heterogeneous, and the updated predictions reduced the discrepancies

between model predictions and experiment measurements. We expect that the continuing process

of cross checking between models and measurements will validate the models for performance

assessment.

Before implementing two-dimensional grids, we conducted tests with several one-

dimensional cases to study the effects of mesh refinement and spatial averaging of permeability

on the solution. Our' calculations showed that we did not introduce any serious errors because of

our' choice of the mesh refinement or the method of spatially averaging permeability.

4.4.5 Multi-Column Models

To focus on the effects of eastern tilting of the units and the presence of GDF on the two-

dimensional flow behavior, we modeled the region west of GDF, treating GDF as a seepage
t..

boundary. The location of the western boundary was treated as variable ranging from 190 m to

648 m, Five meshes were u_d in the two-dimensional studies to evaluate the effects of mesh

relinement and the effect_s of system boundaries, Our results showed that numerical uncertainties

associated with lateral mesh refinements were small. With mild variations in saturation, pressure,

and potential in the lateral direction, coarse gridding can be. used to generate acceptable results,
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4.4.6 Fluid Redistribution within the Tuff Formation

The two-dimensional simulations showed that the eastern tilting of the units results in
b

slightly higher matrix saturations in the eastern side of the cross section. Consequently, pressure

heads along eastern columns closer to the seepage boundary are slightly higher than pressure

heads along western columns. Pressure head values remai;- negative and deviations of two-

dimensional results from one-dimensional one-column results were found to be small. Devia-

tions of two-dimensional potential distributions from one-dimensional potential distributions

were found to be even smaller. From matrix saturation, pressure head, and potential results of the

two-dimensional multi-column model, tilting of the units changed vertical distributions very lit-

tle.

The matrix saturation and pressure head values of the nodes in the middle of TSw2 unit

were found to be higher in the east than in the west. From saturation differences between the

easternmost and westernmost columns, we calculated that the rate of linear saturation change

varied from 5 to 17%/km, depending on the number of columns in the model; the smaller the

number of columns, the larger the change. From results of the 9-column, 648-m-section model,

we can also estimate wider section upper bounds for the change rate of other variables: pressure

head: 60 m/km; potential, 44 m/km; vertical Darcy velocity, 0.085 mm/yr/km; and vertical matrix

pore velocity, 0.79 mm/yr/km.

4.4.7 Vertical and Lateral Flow

Calculations using the 9-column, 645-m model showed that vertical Darcy velocity along

columns closest to the GDF boundary is approximately 25% higher than the 0.l-mm/yr

infiltration rate; flow in column 5, in the middle, is approximately 0.1 mm/yr; and flow in column

9, away from the GDF boundary., is approximately 25% lower than 0.1 mm/yr. From the vertical

matrix velocity, we can calculate the GWTT from the repository to the water table. For the 9-

column, 648-m model, the GWTT along the eastenmaost column is approximately 50% shorter

than the travel time along the westernmost column. If the width of the section is doubled, we
Ii

expect the GW'FIr to vary in the range of a factor ot"2 from different points in the repository. The

lluid flow redistribution effects induced by the tilting units are unlikely to introduce orders-of-
i,.

magnitude changes in GW_" for the 0.1-mm/yr infiltration cases.

In sla.r_tedmeshes used in this study, lateral fluxes between two neighboring columns are

evaluated trom both pressure and elevation differences of neighboring nodes. Becau_ elevation

__
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differences are included in flux calculations, a lateral velocity is not a horizontal velocity, Lateral

velocities measure flux magnitudes 'along layers parallel to tilted interfaces, A careful evaluation

of the lateral fluxes between the columns showed that lateral Darcy velocities are smaller than

vertical Darcy velocities.
¢

When it does occur, lateral flow occurs rnainly within the PTn unit. Lateral flow is the

mechanism to redistribute vertical infiltration by channeling water from the west to the east, so

that vertical Darcy flux in the east is higher than in the west, and saturation is higher in the east

than in the west.

Magmitudes of lateral flow were found to be higher in the middle of the cross section than

near the side boundaries. In other words, water does not exit through the fault-formation boun-

dary. The lateral gravity gradient associated with tilting of interfaces cannot overcome capillary

forces that hold water in partially saturated formations.

4.4.8 Onset of Seepage Flow

For the 0.1-mm/yr cases, representing the ambient saturation conditions, no seepage flow

occurs through the formation-fault boundary, The onset of seepage flows is simulated in the 0.5-

mm/yr infiltration cases. With 0,5-mm/yr infiltration, the tuff units are nearly saturated and

seepage flow was found to occur only at the CHnv-CHnz interface for a 5-column, 343-m section

model with 0,5-mm/yr infiltration. In terms of mass fluxes, we have approximately 8% lateral

diversion; i.e., 8% of infiltration on the ground surface exits at the CHnv-Chnz interface out of

the two-dimensional section, and the remaining 92% moves down to the water table. For this

case, the amount of water flux driven by the lateral gravity gradient parallel to tilted interfaces is

larger than the matrix saturated conductivity, and fracture flows arc initiated at the seepage exit

point. With the material properties used in the 1986 study, we observed seepage flow only in the

Ct tnv-CHnz interface for the 0.5-mm/yr cases. If we use different characteristic curves for the

units, wc ma,,' also generate results with seepage flow in other units if the units have pressure

values nearly' zero and redistribution effects arc strong enough to increase pressure values to non-

negative ranges. We should reemphasize that saturation and pressure distributions with 0.5-

m_i 'yr intiltration do not represent ambient partially saturated conditions at Yucca Motmtain.
,w

Tllcrcforc, predictions of the existence of seepage tlows in the 0.5-mm/yr ca_s were mainly

m(_dclirage×erciscs.



4.4.9 Ambient Flow Field

Based on results with two-dimensional cross section models for alternating layers tilted

toward the seepage boundary on the east, we may conclude the following for 0.1-mm/yr

infiltration:

• Eastern tilting of units contributes to redistribution of flow, resulting in higher satura-
tions and higher vertical velocities in the eastern side of a block bounded by faults.

This redistribution effect is approximately proportional to cross-section width.

• Nonwelded units are major channels in redistributing vertical infiltration. Magnitudes

of lateral flow are higher in the middle of the cross section than near side boundaries.

• Tilting itself is not a strong enough mechanism to induce drastic changes in satura-

tion, pressure, and potential distributions to drive flows into fault zones.

The mild lateral variations in saturation, pressure, and potential indicate that one-

dimensional results are fairly good estimates of ambient conditions, The lateral tilting mechan-

ism is a second..order pemarbation that does not globally change the downward, gravity-driven

flow patterns. So long as fluid flow remains inside partially saturated units, redistribution effects

caused by tilting will not introduce order-of-magnitude differences in fluid transport predictions.

If the system is on the verge of making a phase transition from parti',dly saturated to fiJlly

saturated condition, as in the case of 0.5-mm/yr infiltration, the lateral tilting mechanism can per-

turb the system and change a fraction of fluid flow from dispersed slow flows percolating through

the formations to concentrated fast flows rushing down the faults. If fault flow is important, the

early arrival portion of the GW'VF distributions may be controlled by the fault characteristics.

For ambient conditions with large negative pressure values in all partially saturated units, it is

unlikely that the lateral tilting mechanism can perturb the pressure and saturation field

significantly enough to overcome negative capillary forces holding water in formations and

change GWTT distributions drastically.

4.5 1987' Statistical Analyses of Tuff and Soil Data

In 1987, we systematically analyzed the hydrological parameters of tuff matrix and frac-

,. tures. Because many hydrological parameters are determined from microscopic pore structures,

together with fluid prope.rties and rock textures, correlations among different parameters may

manifesl themselves in the measured values. To elucidate the parameter correlations, we compile

and compare saturated and unsaturated parameters of tuff matrix with watershed soil data. There
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are two reasons for us to analyze the tuff matrix and soil data in detail. We are concerned with

the proper range of the fault and fl'acture parameters which are difficult to measure but may con-

trol the system response in the fractured tuff formations. Also the determination of GWTT distri- +'

bution requires statistical quantification of model parameters. We conclude this section on sta-

tistical analysis with a discussion of the application of fractal theory to the analysis of rough-

walled fractures and the relationships between fractal theory and geostatistics.

4.5.1 Parameter Distributions

Because many unsaturated flow models were developed in soil studies, it is important to

analyze the similiarity and difference between soil and tuff rock characteristics. Some of the soil

data have also been used to represent fractures and faults in tuff formations. We compared

parameter distributions of tuff matrix data with watershed soil data. Specifically, the tuff matrix

data are from the SNL studies by Peters et al. (1984) and Klavetter and Peters (1987), fitted with

the van Genuchten (1980) model. The watershed data are from the USDA study by Holtan et al,

(19681), fitted by Panian (1987) of Desert Research Institute, also with the van Genuchten model.

In the van Genuchten model, the dependence of effective saturation Se on suction pressure

head h is described by the equation,

1
-l+-

S_Ch)= [1+ (I _1)"1 ".

Figure 4-16 compares the van Genuchten curves with the popular Brooks and Corey (1966)

model,

Se(h) = 1 if lahl < 1;

St(h)= Icxhl -x if la.hl > 1.

In the range of large suction, the van Genuchten equation is asymptotically equivalent to the

Brooks and Corey power ,function with the pore-size distribution index k = n - 1. The inverse of

the parameter rx, Ih,e I = c_-l, is frequently referred to as the air enu3' value or bubbling pressure

in the soil literature, This is one interpretation for the parameter ct or hae, When suction pressure

head ta overcomes the air entry pressure h,_ ( lh/ > Ihael), air enters the pores and water flows .,

out of the medium to initiate desaturation. This interpretation is based on the cutoff separating

the S_,--I saturated region from the Se= Ic_hl-x desaturated region in the Brooks and Corcy

model. Another interpretation for ot is to trem it as a scaling parameter. The saturation depends
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on c_htogether and not on ot and h separately. Characteristic curves of softs with different o6,but

same L, can be scaled into one curve. Therefore, we refer to ot as the air entry scaling factor'. If
i

flow channels are represented by capillary tubes, we can define air entry radius by the capillary

equation rae=- 2a/pgha_, With surface tension a, water density P, and gravitational accelera-

tion g as constants, r_ is proportional to ct. We can treat the air entry radius ra_as a parameter

equivalent to the air' entry scaling factor ox.

We have analyzed the pore-size distribution index and the air entry scaling factor, together

with saturated permeability, porosity, and residual saturation. Detailed analyses of the distribu-

tions and the correlations of soil and tuff parameters are in the report by Wang and Narasimhan

(1988), In this review, we focus on two parameters: the saturated permeability and the unsa-

turated air entry scaling factor. Figure 4-17 compares the distributions of log air entry scaling

factor of watershed soils with tuff matrix, The important observation is that the average air entry

scaling factor for watershed soils is two to three orders of magnitude larger than both the welded

tuff and nonwelded tuff, Because air entry radius is proportional to air entry scaling factor, the

order of magnitude differences simply indicate that the soils have much larger pores that can be

easily desaturated and tuff matrix have smaller pores that are more difficult to desaturate. Figure

: 4..18 shows that the average saturated permeability for watershed soils is five to seven orders of

naagnitudc larger than those for welded/zeolitized tuffs.

4.5.2 Parameter Correlations

The correlation between saturated permeability and air entry radius based on mean values of

these parameters for different soil texture categories and different tuff stratigraphic units are plot-_

ted in Figure 4-19. If a porous medium is represented by uniform circular tubes with radius rat,

the maximum permeability of this idealized air entry tube model is ka,,.= r_e/8. Figure 4-19

shows that the correlation between saturated permeability and air entry radius follows approxi-

mately the square functional dependence when soil data are compared with welded/zeolitized tuff

malrix data. Wang and Narasimhan (1988) discuss other data sets in the literature on this and

other parameter correlations.

In the literature, the correlation between permeability and porosity has been extensively stu-

died. II' the saturated permeability does correlate with other hydrological parameters, it probably _

: correlates better with air entry radius than with porosity. Physic_ly, this correlation makes more

sen.,;c with air entry radius than with porosity. The saturated permeability measures the flow
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through com_ected ch_mnels in a medium. The air entry radius measures the desatumtion of fluid

from tile interior of medium through connected charmels to the oub, ide. Both parameters do not

depend on dead end pores with stagnant fluid isolated front the connected channels. The porosity ,"

_' m'easures the volume of both cotmected channels and dead end pores. There is considerable

interest in the literature on the permeability-porosity relationship. The correlation between per-

meability and ,air onto3' radius, ob_r'ved in soil and tuff matrix data, al.so deserves attention in

natural geologicM medium studies. Practically, this cotTelation of saturated perrneability can be

more easily demonstrated with air entry radius than with porosity. The Mr entry radius, or

equivalently the air entry scaling factor, varies over several orders of magnitude among different

geological media. The porosity ,,,aries over a much narrower range among different geological

media. With wider variations, the air entry radius may correlate better with saturated permeabib

it.,,',which has the widest range of variation among ali hydrological parameters.

4.5.3 Fracture and Fault Parameters

We need hydrologic data for the fractures and faults. There are only a few measurements

on saturated permeability of fractured corvs (Peters et al., 1984) and none on unsaturated charac-

teristic cu_,es of fractures. Only theoretical models have been derived or assumed to represent

tt_e Iracture _uad fault characteristic curves. Wang and Narasimhan (1985) derived Lhcfracture

ct_r';e.,, in terms of measurable bulk conductivity, fracture orientations and spacings, and fractions

ot tracture coatings. Peters et al. (198,4) as:;umed that the fractures behave like permeable sand,

Rulon ct al. (1986) used a parallel channel model (Harrold et al., I985) to derive anisotropic

fracture- and fz_ultcharacteristic curves. Frigure 4-20 compares the model parameters in the corrc-

lati__ncros:_ plot of saturated _,maeability and air entr3' radius. Clearly the model parameters are

very scattered and some _1 tile models have saturated permeability greater thrm the maximum

capill'ar\' tub(:',value r_.

Even though theoretical models can bc derived for fractures and faults, we need to have

c,,:?ccirncntal rnea._urcments to vaJidate the theoretical models. The contrast of hydrological

paramctcr_ between fractures and tuff matrix ira meter scale determines if the fluid llow is fast

thr()ugh fractures or slow through matrix under arnbient partially saturated conditions. The con-

tra.,,t of hydrok_gical parameters between stratigr'aphic units and tx3unding faults in kilometer

scale deter'mines ii the net ir_tiltration is dispersed through the unsaturated tuff"formations or con-

ccratratcd through a low major faults from ground surface to water table. "_e lack of data in frac-

ttart.:sand fault.,, i_ one of the rc_)._;c)nswe survey the soil data and study tta(.'parameter variations
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and correlations ,'unong different natural geological media. If constraints and correlations can be

shown to govern and scale among different geological media, we can evaluate whether the

theoretical model parameters are _asonable and physical and establish better confidence in our "

calculation results.
tt

If correlation between saturated penneability and air entry radius is important, we need to

take this correlation into account. For stochastic modeling of alternating units of welded and

nonwelded tuff or formation blocks bounded by fault zones, we propose to impose correlations

and con,straints on average values of saturated permeability and air entry scaling factor between

highly different units to avoid unlikely combinations of parameters and predictions. Within a

given s,,.ratigraphic unit, this physically meaningful correlation is likely to be masked by data

variablilty, and uncorrelated parameters with wide distributions may be acceptable.

4.5.4 Fractai Theory: S.patial Correlation and Scaling Rough-Walled Fractures

With parameter distributions and correlations determined from laboratory measurements,

we need additional info_rnation on spatial correlation and scale dependance to properly model

field-,;cale hydrological processes. The spatial correlation structure determines the grid block

sizes to represent a heterogeneous formation and the scaling law relates the laboratory, measure-

ments to field expcrimenks. We have constructed a fractal fracture, model (Wang et al., 1988) to

represent a rotagh-walled fracture. From that particular model study, we also recognize that the

fractal scaling approach can be used for other pa 'ameters. Even more important is the realization

that fractal scaling is more general than traditional geostatistical analyses with empirical

- variograms for representation of"spatial con'elation.

A vet3.'useful and interesting aspect of the fractal is its scaling behavior. A rough profile

measured with a low-resolution measuring device over a large distance may be geometrically

: similiar to the profile measured with a high-resolution device over a much smaller scale on thc

same rock sample. If this scaling property can indeed be. demonstrated, we can deduce structure

: informatiorA at small scales by measuring at large scales, and vice versa. The fractal dimension D

can bc regarded as a scaling parameter. Figure 4-21 illustrates the steps in a recursive subdivision

algorithm (Foumier et al., 198"2;Brown, 19_27)to generate a fractal surface. The procedure starts=

: with a 3 by 3 mesh with zero z values on the mesh points to define a reference flat surface. In the

= second lEVElwith a 5 by' 5 mesh, the Z value of a new point is computed by a Gau:;sian random

variable function, with the EXpeCtEdvalue determined by its four known neighbors (two on the
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boundaries) of the 3 by 3 mesh, and the stmadard deviation scaled by the fractal dimension D and

distance to the neighbors. We can continue the generation procedure level by level to freer mesh.

,, A low-D surface wiU have the standard deviation scaled down faster than a high-D surface as one

proceeds from one level to another level to fill the mesh.

We can use a similiar procedure to generate representations of heterogeneous media with

spatially varying and correlated parameters. We simply replace the elevations by the property

values and the Gaussian distribution by the parameter distribution.

If data values are known at a given number of locations, we can start with tko.se locations as

the first-level mesh points and generate refinements in accordance to the parameter distribution

and spatial correlation structure. The heterogeneous field generated by this procedure will take

into account the spatial correlation because the mean value at a mesh point is determined by the

values of its neighbors. Becuase the generation of each sub-domain use the same procedure for

the larger domain, domains of different sizes are scaled. We can have a low-level or low-

resolution mesh to first model the field approximately and continue upgrading the results with

meshes of higher-level refinements.
=

The fractal dimension D can be deten_ined by log-log type curce analyses from variogram

data of the parameter distribution. The log-log slope near the origin of zero spatial separation is

equal to 6 - 2D, as shown in Figure 4-22 from a derivation for the fractal fracture model. The

spherical model and many other empirical variogram models widely used in geostatistical ana-

lyses have a log-log slope of 1. If we reanalyze many variogram data in a log-log plot instead of

linear plot, we can deduce the fractal dimension and use the fractal dimension as a scalirag param-

eter to generate geostatistical representations.

If a heterogeneous field is generated with parameter distribution, correlation, and scaling

- properly taken into account, we can then proceed to solve flow equations to obtain the distribu-

tions in pressure, flux, and velocity field. We need to quantify uncertainties to obtain GWTT dis-

tributions. Wc are still perfecting our app.oaches and models so that the GWTT calculations can

be efficiently and accurately calculated.
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6.0 APPENDIX

Information from the Reference Information Base

Used in this Report

'lh is report contains no ir_t:ormation from the Reference Infom_ation Base.

Candidate Information for the

Refe_'ence Information Base

This rel'yar_contains no candidate information for the R,_ference Information Base.

Candidate Information

for the

Site and Engineering Properties Data Base

'Iq_i.,_rel'x_rt contains no candidate information for the Site madEngineering Properties Data Base.
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